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EXECUTNE SUMMARY
~, .. , .,- .,,. ~

~ Se~cual activity, pregnancy, abortion, and childbearing in the adolescent popula#aon are among the mos t

intensely debated topics on the public policy agencFa . Ovex the past decade, the proportion of teens who have
had sexual intercourse has increased, as has the n~arriber of births to teens . Between 1986 and 1991, the teen

birfh rate inereased by 24 pereent1, with increases in the birth rate occurring among both younger and older

teens, in nearly a11 states across th~ nation, and among non--Hispa .nic whites, non-Hispanic blacks and

Hispanics. Increases in se~.ual activity and early childbearing are troubling for at Ieast two reasons . First ,

early pregnancy and childbirth are associated with a variety of soeial and eeonomic difFiculties far the m .ath .er

and child, their families, and for society . Second, early sexual activity inereases exposure to sexually

transmitted diseases and infectaan from HIV .

Few Americans feel that childbearing among adolescents is desirable, yet public efforts to encaurage
youths to postpone sex and to prevent pregnancy and ~ther sequelae of sexual activity ha~e not been especially
promising. Rigorous evaluaf.ions of existir~g programs and policies are Iimited, but among those that haae been
assessed, few demonstrate large or long-term impacts on sexual or contraceptive behavior . Rurthermore„
public fuz~din.g fox contraceptive services declined by 30 percent during the 1980s .Z Tn fact, net of inflation,
37 states e~erienced a 50 percern or greater decline in public funding for contraceptive sezvices per woman
at risk of unintendefl pregnancy between 1979 and 1990 .3 In response to fewer resources, many providezs
have opted to reduce the scope of services offered and have even eliminated certain services . a

These changes have called into question the eff"icacy of social policy anc~ the role of contraceptive

services in shaping adolescent reproductive behavior . Yet, while nearly all s#ates witnessed an inczease in the
number of births to teens, considerable variation in adolescerrt fertility across states still exists . For example,

bi.rths per 1000 adolescent fernales ranged from 34 in New Hampshire ta 82 in Mississippi in 1990 . One might
therefore ask what factors are associated with this variation in rates of teen fertility . In pa~ticular, are there
differences in state policy that contribute to the variations in the levels of teenage fertaliry that one observes ?

In this study, associations are found between ~lie overall funding for familq planni~ig services in states
and lawer levels of adoleseent fez~tility . In addition, public fund ing for abortion in ~tates is associated with
lower teen birth rates, part icularly among African American teens . Social and econornzc chazacteristics of
the sta.tes are also strongly related to teen fertil ity . The effects of family planning and abortion fut~d iz~g hold
over and above the effects of socioeconomic diffexences . across sfiates .

State Yariation in Rates of Adolescent Pregnancy and Childbearing was a two-year research effort
conducted to learn more about state level policies and their impact on adolescent pregnancy and ferti~ity at the

state-le~vel . Through the generous support of the Charles Stewart Mott Founda~ion, the project was designed
to address the lack of up-to-date population-based studies on the impact of fami~y planning policy and programs
on fertility outcomes amang youth. The specific goal of th~ project was to develop state-level nleasures of teen
fertility and state-level measures of family pla~uung availability and policies, along with social a .nd eco~ozz~ic
indicators such as education and women's labar foree participation, and then to examine which of these
faetors, if any, contribute to the state-l~vel varia~ions in teen fertility that are observed . In addition, because

family planning services tend to be located in areas witl~ the greatest need for contraceptzve caze, measure s
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Fxecutive Surnrnary

of teen ferti~ity in earlier years were also developed to control for varying levels of existing adaleseent fertility .

Family planniug palicy rneasures include: the percen#age of teens at risk of unintended pregnancy served at

Title X clinics, public e~cpenditures on contraceptive services per woman at risk, abortion policies, AFDC
bene~it levels, and the presence of a state focus on adolescent pregnancy . Because of raciai differenees in rates
of adolescent fertilzty, analyses of birth rates were conducted sepazately for blacks and whites .

Data for the study were obta~neci fronn a wide variety of sources, including the Natality Branch of the

Natianal Center for Health Statistics, the U .S . Bureau af the Census, the Alan Guttmacher Institute, and the

~ffice of Popu.lation Affairs o~'the Public Health Service in the U .S . Department of Health and Human

Services . A fiill description of o~r data sources is available in Appendix A of our final praject repart .

MAIN FINDINGS

State fundin~,and nolicies for ~amily oIa ' g

Grecuer v r public funding for contraceptive services in a state per woman at risk, predicts lower
rates of adolescent ferlility and lower rates of non-marital fertility among teens. However, funding far
contraception does not affect pregnancy resodution for teens .

Total public expenditures on contraceptive services (including Medicaid, Title X af the Public Health Services

Act, and state funds) per wom.an at risk of unintettded pregnancy, net of socioeconomic differences and
differences in prior rates of teen fertility across states, prediet lower rates of non-marital childbearing among
young white and young black teens, and it predicts a lower total bicrth rate for white teens . It has no association
with the total teen birth rate for blacks or with rates of pregnancy foz all adolescent females . In addition,
among teens who become pregnant, fiuiding for contrace~tion is u~related to whether teens resolve pregnancy

in abortion or birth. On #he other h.and, a rnore narrow m~asure of the propartion of teens at risk of
unintended pregnancy who were served at Title ~ clinics was not reiated to lower adolescent fertility . By

1490, family planning funds provided under Title ~ of the Public Health Services Act accounted for only 22
percelrt of all public funds allocated to family planning, which may account for the absence of impaet for this
more narrow variable .

Public funding for abortion in states is associated with lawer raies of chilclbearing, particularly among
African American teens, and higher abortion rates.

Aeailability of public fnnding for abortion is associated with fewer births among teens, particularly non~marital

teen births and births among ~lack teens . Funding for abortion is associated with a greater use of abortion
among teens .

Sta te Variation rn Rates ofAdolescen r Pr egnancy a n d Childbeanng Child Trends, fn c .



E~ eecutive Summary

S~ate laws restricting the availability af abortiora to rrcinars are unrelated to teen birth rates,
abortion rates, or how teens choose to resolve their pregnancies .

State laws limiting access to abortion for minors are not related to the Ievel of fertility amang teens, their
use of abortian, or pregnancy resolution .

Gaordinated state-level pregnancy prevention programs in 1985 predict lower pregnancy rates in
1958. Qther state-level pragrams or policies related to family planning, such as school-based
pregncancy prevention education programs, state funded school-based clinics, or policies regardrng
AIDS or STD educatian, are not related ta rates o, f childbearing, pregnancy, or abortion among

teens .

A measure indicating the presence or absence iri a state of a coozdinated program or policy for adolescent
pregnancy prevention in 1985 was associated with Iawer pregnancy rates among teens in 1988 . Other

measures assessing the presence of state ~alicy uutiatives generally were not found ta have an association
with advlescent fertility . For examp~e, the presence of a pregnancy preventian program in schools, or the
~r~sence of state-funded school-based clinics were not significantly related to rates of childbearing,

pregnancy or abortion . These measures may have lirnited effects because they da not capture the intensiry

of these ini#iatives. These findings may also reflect the tendency of states with mare serious problems to

establish programs and policies to address teen fertility .

E n mi nd em a hic con x w' in he t t

A state's economie climate has a strong impact on adolescent fertility . States with a high level of
teen poverly demonstrate higher rates of non-»tarital chzldbearfng among adolescents .

Before controlling for prior teen fertility in a state, states with highez poverty rates have higher birth rates
in general . When prior teen fertility is taken into account, the effect of poverty dimuushes . Nonetheless,
a higher incidence af poverry is weakly associated with a higher proportion of pregnancies ending in a non-

marital birth, and fewer endi.ng in abortion. However, among white teens, a higher povezty rate is weakly

associated with fewer non-marital birtk~s .

Average annual pay for persons in a state and the proportion af househalds receiving AFDC are

not related to fertility among teens, net of other factors . The level of AFDC bene, fits, however, is
weakty associated wiih higher rates of childbearing among white teens and yourtg unmarried white

teens; no impaet an rates of childbearing among African American teens was observed .

Neither ~ie average annual pay for persons in the state, nor the proportion of households receiving AFDC
in the state were found to have an association with the like3ihoad of pzegnancy or abortion among teens .
On the other hand,larger AFDC payYnents in the sta~e were Eound to be margizially assoczated with kaigher
rates of white teen childbearing and non-marital childbearing among young white teens . However, no
associations were found with rates o£ childbearing among black teens, with the abortion rate, or with the
proportion of pregnancies ending in eitl~er abortion or in non-marital birth .

State Nariation in Rates ofAdolesce n t Pregnancy un d Childbearing Child Trenrls, In c.
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Tkte propartion af the white population that is Hzspanic in a state is associated with higher non-
marital birth rates atnong white teens 15-~7; however, the praportion of the state population that
is African Ame~ican does not influence the rates of ~een fertility arnong blacks .

Because zates of childbearing are highec among youn.g people of colar tha~ white teens, it is irnportant to
consider the ethnic distribution of the state's population . Also, vital statistics data on births to whites
include most Hispanic births . Mare than 90 percent of aIl Hispanics are defined as white, and the fertility
patterns of Hispanic youth differ from those of nan-Hispanic whites . Indeed, our analyses of the white teen
birth rate indicate that a higher praportion of Hispanics in a state predicts higher non-marital birth rates
among 15-17 year old white females . Variations in the proportion of the state populatian that is African
American have no effect on birth rates among blacks . Howevez, the proportion of pregnancies ending in
non-nnari#al births, which is calculated for teens of all races, ~s strong~y re~ated to the proportion of persons
in a state who are African American .

Level of edueation wifhin the state

The proportion of blacks who are college-educated among adults in a state significantly influences
rcztes of chiddbearing and non-marital childbearing among African American teens . Fertility of
white teens is una,~'ected by variations in educational levels of the white population across states.

The proportion of college - educated white adults in ihe state populaEion is unrelated to the fertility of white
teenagers, but both the black teen b irth rate and the non-rnarital birth rate arnong young black teens are
lower when a higher pro~ortion of #he b~ack populatian in the state is college educate~ . . The proportion
of the population who had completed high school in the state i s unrelated to rates of ~een pregnancy or
pregnancy resolution among teens .

Soc~al context within the stat e

Mensures of social disorganization are correlated with higher rates of childbearing, pregna .ncy and
abortion among teens .

The rate of violent crime in 1988 was used as a proxy for the level of social disorganization in the state .
States with a higher rate of violent crime also experience a higher birth rate arnong white teens, a higher
non-marital birtYt rate among black teens, and highez rates of pregnancy and abaztion for all teens .

7'fxe level of civic involvement in a state is assoeiated with teen fertidity, but the direction of the
relation varies by race. The propartion of fundamentadists in a state contributes to fewer non-
marital binhr among white teens, fewer abortions, and a lower proportion of pregnancies ending
in nan-marital barths .

Voting behavior ~s often regaxded as an indicator of civic involvement and e~eacy . States in which a high
proportion of the population voted in the 1988 Fresidential election demonstrated lower birth rates among
white teens ; however, the proportion voting is associated with a higher non-marital birth rate among young

black teens . It is also associated with a higher proportion af teen pregna .ncies that ternvnate in non-marita l

State Yariateore in Ra tes of ~t dolescent Pregnancy and Ch ilrthearing Child Trexds, Inc.
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The propflrtion of the state population that was affiliated with a fiindamentalist faith in 1940 (e .g., Chur~hes
of Christ, Latter-Day 5aints, Southern Baptists, and Luti~eran-Missouri Synod} is related t~ a lower rate of
non-marital childbearing among young white teens . A greater proportion of fiindamentalists in the state aJ .so
predicts to a lower proportion of pregnancies ending in a non,marital birth and a lower proportion of
pregnancies ending in abortion.

~emale lahor ~orce narkicTo n

Rates of adolescent childbearing are higher in states where labor farce purticipation among women

is also high. Unemployrnent among women in a state is associ~ted with a lower abartian rate and a
lawer propensity to abort given pregnancy .

Higher rates of labor force participation among women are significantly related to higher rates of teenage

childbearing amoz~ both white and black teens ; however, the female ~nemployment rate is unr~lated to rates
of non-marital childbearing . High unemployment is related to lower pregnancy rates . However, given
pregnancy, higher unemployment predicts a lower probabiliry of abortion .

Pi f r n n

The prior teen birth rate in a state is the strongest and most consistent predictor of the 1990 birth rate
in a state. Teen pregnancy rates and total abortion rates in 1985 are strongly predictive of 1988 rates
of pregnancy and abortion .

Prior fertili.ty was shown tQ be a critical control va .riable: when this measure is included in our regression
modeis, the positive association between severa~ indicators, rz~ .ost notably services provided and the teen ~irth
rate, ~iecomes non-significant . Sta.tes with re~atzvely high birth ra€es in the mic~-1980s zetained ttaeir relative
position in the late 1980s. A measure af the 1985 pregnaney rate is strongly predictive o~ the current
pregnauey rate, and the prior abortion rate, as one wouid expect, is strongly predictive of the current abortion

rate . in addition, the prior abortion rate is strongly predictive of the proportion of teen pregnancies that

terminate in abortian as opposed to birth.

-1 el a ~ ic n n

Better data on Federal and state funding and policies are needed to support studies of palicy and
pragrarn outcomes .

The capacity to carry out a strong study of the implications of public programs, policies, anfl funding on
adolescent fertility is severeiy ~ndermined by the inadequacies of the data currently available . Tn particular,

appropriate data on famil.y plannin~ services, sex educa~ion, and child support were not found to be available .
Moreover, because data on the proportion of teens in a state who are sexnally active do not exist, it is not
possible to ~ontrol far this important confouiiding faetor . Despite these weaknesses, the data suggest that social
and econornic disadvantages are assoeiated with higher teen feztility, while greater fiinding far family planning

and abortion are associated with Iower teen fertility . VVith better data, a more pre~ise understanding of this
important issue may be forthcoming .

Staie I~ariatio n .in Rate,s ofA dodescentPreg n ancy and Childbearirtg Chiid Trends, Inc.
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CHAPTER l : BACKGROUND

Se~al activiry, pregnancy, abortion, and childbearin~g among teens are among the most intensel y

debated to~ics on the ~ublic policy agenda . The propartion af teens wha axe sexually active continue d

to climb during the 1980s (see Figure 1) . Contraceptive use, particularly candom use, increased durin g

the 1980s (Mosher, 1990), although improvernents in contraceptive use have barely kegt up with

increases in teen sexual activity (Forrest and Singh, 1990, Trussell and Vaughan, ] .991) . Currently,

more than a million pregnazacies occur each year to #eens, most of them unintended (Forrest and Singh ,

1990} . In addition, rates of birth among teens in the U .S. are higher than birth rates among teens i n

other developed countries {see Figure 2). Non-marital births among teens are also high, with 69 percent

Figure 1
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Figure 2

~ Birth Rate s to Teens Aged 15-19 for Selected Countrie s
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of all births to teens occurring to unmarried teens . Moreover, the number of non-marital biz~ths (Figure

3} and the proportian of teen buths tl~at occur outside of marriage (Figure 4) are both continuing to rise .

There axe now substantially more non-marital ~irths than marital births among teens -- 368,451 versu s

163,140 in 1991 .

The birth rate among I7 .S . teens 15-19 climbed 24 percent between 1986 and 1991, from 50 t o

62 births per thousand females (Figure 5) . This increase occurred among non-Hispanic whites an d

blacks as well as among Hispanics (Moore, 1994) .

These tarends are troubling because ear~y pregnancy and childbirth are associated with a vaziety

of social and economic dif~iculties . Because young mothers are more likely to be unmarried (Nationa l

Center for Health Statisrics, 1993) and to lack educatianal credentials, they more often face poverty ,

2
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and they are particularly likely tv receive welfare assistance (Moore, Myers, Morrison, Nord, Brown,

and Edmonston, 1993 ; Adams and Williams, 1990 ; Butler, 1992) .

Figure 3
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Figure 5
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Nat surprisingly, most Americans agree that it is d~sirable for youtl~ to past~one childbearing

beyond the teen years, and there is intense interest in deveaoping policies and programs to persuade

youth to pastpone sex in order to prevent teen pregnancy as well as sexually transmitted diseases .

~za.formation about the effectiveness af such efforts is disappointingly scant, however, with few programs

having been evaluated rigorously (Bartels, Limber, 4'Beirne and Wilcox, 1994 ; Kirby, 1.994) . Of the

programs and policies that have been assessed, few show large or long-lasting effects (Kirby, 1994) .

Consequently debates about whether and in what ways social policies can shage and have shaped

adolescent reproductive behaviar also focus on the role of contraceptive services in addressing ~e needs

of teens who are sexually active. However, there is considerable uncertainty about whether family

planning strategies have their intended effects . Moreover, there is a widespread perception that some

programs and policies have unintended, undesirable effects . For exa.tnple, many maintain that se x

4



education that discusses contraception encourages adolescents ta initiate sexual acti~ity . In addition ,

many pe~ceive that other programs that are not intended explicitly to affect fertility, such as AFDC ,

may have an unintended effect of encouraging teenage or non -marital childbearing because AFDC ha s

traditionally been awarded primarily to single mothers with children. Despite the importance of these

issues, relatively few studies have been conducted that explicitly examine the influence of social policies

and programs on aggregate rates of teen births (Moffitt, 1992 ; Kirby, 1994) .

Most researchers agree that multiple factors affect the probability of pxernarital sexual intercours e

and preg ~riancy prevention among teens , ranging frflm the biological and . personal attributes of the

adolescent, to characteristics of relationsiups with family members and peers, to the neighborhood ,

school env~ronment and social and cultural milieu in which teenagers are raised (Moore and Burt, 1982 ;

Hayes, 1987) . The ma~ority of analyses of teenage sexual actzvity, contraceptive use, and chiidbearin g

have focused pzimarily on factars most proximate to the youth, sucb as parental supervision and peer

igfluences {Miller and Moore, 1 .990) . In part this is because most analyses are basec~ on sarnple survey s

or data from clinic populations . Nonetheless, even micro-1eve1 researchers have generally acknowledged

the importance of sflcial context in shaping teenage £ertility . Inereasingly, investigators have adopted

a multi-level appraach exploring how stxuctural characteristics of the communities in which youn g

people live affect the costs and benefits of their sexual and contraceptive practiees .

The two theoretical frameworks m .ost often applied to contextual analyses of teen fertility are

the "culture of poverty" and "opportunity cost" perspectives . Those with a"culture of paverty "

p~rspective argue that the values, orientatiflns, and expectations held by persons living in areas of highly

coneentrated poverty influence youths' decisions regarding sexual intercourse and fertility . According

to tlus argurnent, individuals faced with limited opportunities, crime ridden neighborhoads, and pao r

5



living conditions often reject the behavioral n .arms of the laicger society and adopt alternative pattern s

of warky marriage, and sexuat activity . More recent theorists have suggested that as industrial job s

have declined within mar~y of our nation's urban centers, higher income families have migrated aut o f

cities and this change has naade it difficu~lt ta sustain basic institutions, such as churches, stores, an d

scl~ools which have histarically provided explicit sanctions against anomalaus bel~avior ir~ inner-cit y

neighbarhoads (Wilson, 1987) .

While not a direct test of the culture of poverty argument, researc~ has shown that among blac k

teenagers in Chicago, those from nan-intact families, lower socioeconomic stahzs backgrounds, and poo r

and highly segregated neighborhoods have signaficantly higher fertitity rates (Hogan and Kitagawa ,

19$3) . In a recent analysis using sample data frorn the National Survey of Family Growth, Billy, e t

al . (1993} found that the likelzhoad of premarital sexual intercourse was sornewhat higher far white s

in census tracts with high Ievels of cri~ne and for whites and blacks in areas with greater percentage s

of women working full-time, perhaps indicating a shortage af adults in the home ~o supervise th e

acti~ities of teens . More~ver, Billy and Moore (1992} found that non-marital childbearing was highe r

in areas with higher aggregate Ie~els of out-of-wedlock childbearing and higher percentages of female s

in the comrnunity who are separated or divorced . in addition, Moore, Morrison and Glei (1994) find

that teens from families in which both the mather and the grandparent generations received welfare are

more iilcely ta initiate sex at a young age .

Recent proponents of the culture of poverty perspective argue that welfare programs have had

the unintended effect of changing the socia~ rules for the poor . For example, Murray (1984) maintains

that gavernment assis~ance programs have rewarded irresponsibility . Thus, over time, reliance on

welfare as a form of support has come to be tolerated or even encouraged as patterns of dependenc y
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and nan-marita.I childbearing pass from one generation to ihe next . Murray, among others, ~naintains

that the availabiliry of AFDC to single mothers acts as an incentive for poor young women to give birt h

as teenagers . While Mosher and McNally (1991) founc~ living in communities with 10 percent o r

greater househalds on public assistance ta be associated with a lower level of contraceptive use amon g

black women, it is unclear whether this correlation can be attributed to diffez~ences in intentions to

conceive, a lack of relevant information about contraception, or differences in socializatian .

Accorc~ing to the opport~tnity cos t perspective, poor young wornen have "nothing to lose" in

having children as teenagers {Mvore, Simms and Betsey, 1986) . Specifically, the assurnption is that

poor teens ~vaJuate their existing aptions for schooling, work, marr~age, and economic atta inment and

opL for early chi ldbearing #~ecause doing so represents the option that brings the greatest utility or

sat isfaction. For examgle , Geronimus (l. 9$7) argues that teenage childbearing among blacks may be

" strategically timed " and that "sueh tuning is sensible in light of economic and labor force realities

facing ~oor, black American women . Since black women can generally ne ither afford to take tinae out

of the labor farce nor the cost of child care when they have children in the ir twenties, t .hey may find

that the only tur~e they can invest in infant care is during their teens, which, far them is often an

enforced retirement from the labor force, or the lowest paying period of their warking lives "

{Geranimus, 1987 :15 - ]. 6) .

Biliy and Mooxe (1 . 992) found the median housing value in communitie~ to have a small negative

effect on the risk of non-mazatal birth . The researchers argue that the housing value indicates th e

economic status of the community, and that disadvantaged communities ha~e lower opportunity cost s

of out-of-wedlock births . Brewster et al . (1993) estimated the risk of contracepted and noncontracepte d

first intercaurse relative to remaining a virgin, and foand that the praportion of females divarced o r
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separated decreased the probability that first intercourse would be cozitracepted, while female labar force

opportuni~ties increased the likelihood of usiuig contraceptian net of individual-level controls . They argue

that the availability of emgloyment oppoz-tuz~ities for women increases the costs of an early non-marital

pregnancy .

Dun.can and Haffman (1990) us~d data fram the Pane1 Study of Income Dynamics to examine

the influenc~ of AFDC and other economic factors on non-marital fertility . They find highly sigrufieant

e~fects af their rneasures of the economic benefits af avoiding non marital births and only non-significant

effects of AFDC benefit levels . On the otller ha~d, Jackso~ and Klerman (1992) find higher AFD C

payments associated with a higher teenage birth rate . In addition, Lundberg and Plotni~k (1994) find

rnarriage probabilities ta be lower among pregnant white adalescents in states with higher AFDC benefzt

Ievels . Acs (1993), however, fmds no effect of the AFDC benefit leve~ on whether a single female has

a child between ages 14 to 16 and age 23 . He finds, rather, that education, family structure, and

income variables have substantial race effects on the prabability of a birth . Clearly, consistent and

uniform findings regarding the hypothesized effect of AFDC have not been forthcoming .

In addition to the moral and social context of communities, there is also convincing evidenee tha t

teenage fertiliry is in large part a reflectiQn of the der~ographic composition af the neighbarhoods in

which youth are raised . For exannple, in the study cited earlier, Billy and his collea~ues (1993) faund

that the percentage black in the census tract lowered the likelihood of premarital intercourse among

white women ages 15 to 19, which the researchers attribute to the limited availability of potential

partrlers for whites rather than to the normative effect of "a less sexually restrictive black subcuiture . "

Furstenberg, Morgan, Moore and Peterson (1987} similarly found that blacks in integrated schools were

less likely to initiat~ intercourse than blacks in predominately black schaols . B~~ly and colleagues als o
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found that premarital intercourse among black female te~ns was lower~, the greater the county' s

percentage of urban papulation and the larger tk~e proportion of currently rnarried females at the trac t

level .

In an examination of tt~e correlates of non-marital childbearing at the aggregate 1eve1, ~illy an d

Moore (1992) found that for non -black ~ c7 vamen a high female unernployrnent rate increases the risk o f

a non-mar ital birth, as does the male to female sex rat io az~r~ong the never married . They maintain that

the sex ratio determines the pool of potential sex partners .

Brewster et al . (1993), using data from the National Survey of Family Growth, examined th e

effeet of family planning clinics pez~ 1,000 population at the eounty level and found that they decr~as e

the risk a£ first intercourse . But they also found that once zndzvidual characteristics were included i n

models predicting first intercourse, the contributian of family planning elinics was no longer statisticall y

signifcant . On the other hand, they found that the percent black in the population remained significant

net of micro-level controls .

The specific role that family planning services play in shaping the context within whic h

adoXescents make fertiliry decisions remains an open question, although se~eral studies, now samewha t

dated , have shed some light on the subject .

In an attempt to account ~or interstate differenees in adoXescent pregnancy, birth and abortio n

rates in 1 .980, S ingh (1986) examined the influence of AFDC expenditures , ava ilabil ity af abortian

services and private physicians, as well as the cantributian of such factors as state population and

mobility, including the percent black, percent poor, and the percent living in rnetropolitan areas ; the

level of social integration., religiaus fundamentalism ; and political liberalism. She found

sociodemographic factors to be nnore strongly related to abortion and pregnancy rates than we~e specifi c
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farnily_ planning palicies . LovcJer levels of abortion and pregnancy were found in states with smalle r

proportio~s of blacks and Hispanics, smaller urban popula~ions, slower population growth and mobility ,

less prevalence of poverty, higher AFDC payments, smaller percentages of female-headed families ,

higher rates of high school completion, lo~er levels af religious fundamentalism, greater politica l

liberalism, and higher status of women . Gontrolling far the prioz bxrth rate and abortion availability,

Siz~gh found lovver birth rates among white and black teens in states with higher proportians of teen s

served in family planning clinics . However, she found no effect of the percent of teens served on tee n

pregnancy rates . On the other hand, Singh found that larger increases in the proportion of wome n

served by clinics during the preceding decade predicted larg~r declines in the birth xate between ~97 0

and 1950 .

Oisen and Weed (1986) also examined the effects of family planning programs on tee n

pregnancy, birth and abortion rates at the state level . They found that although farniiy planning

enrollment was positively correlated with a reduction in the adolescent birth rate, it was also positivel y

associated with the level of adolescent pregnancy and abortion in the state . Consequently, they

concluded that the reductian in the adolescent birth rate was due to the increase in the adalescen t

abortion rate . in a later study (Weed and Olsen, 198b), the researchers extended their ariginal analysi s

and used five demographic measures from the 1970 census -- racial coinpositian, gaverty level ,

proportion of urbanized population, residential stability, and rates of marriage -- to predict births ,

abortions and faamily plar~ning enrollrnent among teens in 1978 and 1980 . Models also included prio r

measures of the birth rate . As hypothesized, Weed and Olsen found that farnily planning program s

lowered the number of unwanted pregnancies and births, but they also found higher rates of abortia n

in states with ~amily planning ~ragrams .
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Weed and Olsen did not control foz pzzor pregnancy as well as birth rates ; their findings may

therefore be problematic . Family planning clinics are likely to be located in states where high rates o f

adolescent sexual activity, pregnancy and birth already exist . Thus, the association they documente d

between fa~mily planning clinic enrollment and sexual activity, pregnancy and birth rates may actuall y

be attributable to pze-existir~g differences . Also, cnntrols are needed £oz potentially influential

background cl~aracteristics such as religiosity, political liberalism, family structure, and level o f

education .

Lnndb~rg and Plotnick (1990) examined the influence of state welfare, abortion and famil y

planning policies on pregnancy, abortion, marriage and childbirtl~ decisions among white adolescent s

using data from the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth (NLSY) for 1979-198d . Their analyses

were limited to white women due to severe under-reporting of abortions by black women in the NLSY .

'~'hey examined the effect of several state policy variables including public funding for, availability of,

and laws regulating abortion ; state restzictians on contraceptives ; availability of family planning service s

and state welfare benefit levels, on state-level pregnancy, abortion, and birth rates for white adolescents .

As noted abave, Lundberg and Plotniek found higher welfare benefits were associated with ~ higher

incidence of z~on-marita~ ehildbearing . Also, l~beral palicies regarding abortion were related to highe r

abortion rates, and access to family planning services was negati~ely associated with premarita l

pregnancy .

Anderson and Cope (1987) examined whether publicly fi.~nded family planning programs were

assaciated w ith lawer fertil iry i.z~ 198a , especially among lower- income wornen . Jaffe and Cutright

(] 977), and Forrest, Hermalin and Henshaw (1981) had previously documented that publicly funde d

farnily planning programs were associated wiih a reduction in the fertility rate in the early 1970s . Using
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local area data fro~n the 1980 U .S . census, and employing a rnultivariate areal analysis, An .derson and

Cope ex~.mined the effects on fertiliry af such factflrs as AFDC benefit levels, education funding,

unemployment and local area poverty, controlling for prior levels of fertility . Contrary to public

pearception, their results showed that higher maximum AFDC payments were associated with lower teen

fertility rates. They also found that enrollment in family p~anning programs had a strong negative

association with the teen ferfility ra~e in 1980, net of control variables . Abortion availability was also

associated with a lowez~ teen birth rate . They also found contextual measures of poverty, urbanism, and

fundam~ntalism to predict higher teen birth rates, while the proportion unemployed was fouz~d to predict

a iower teen birth rate .

Major changes occurred during the J .980s. As noted above, rates of teen child6earing and the

incidence of non-marital childbearing among teens rose . At the same time, a thirty percent decline

occurred in public expenditures for family planning, net of inflation, between 1980 and 199Q . {Gold

and Daley, 1991) . Data for the year 1990 have recently become available, both from the 1990 Census

and from the Vitai Statistics systerr~. With these data, it has become possible to exarnine the

impiications of declining funding for family planning for rates of cbildk~earing among U .S . teens . In

the next cha~ter, the data and methods employed in this study are described . Chapter 3 x~ports the

results of our rnultivariate analyses . These results are summazized and their implications are discussed

in Chapter 4 .
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CHAPTER 2: DATA AND 1VIETHOD S

OVERVIEW

Some siudies focus on the behavior of individual persons or fam i lies . In this study the unit of

analysis is the state . Therefore, the dependent variables in these analyses are measures of fertility at

the sta .te level , such as the nurx~ber af births per 1 ,000 females aged 15 to 19 ar 15 tfl 17 in the state ,

the pregnancy rate in the state , or the abortion rate in the state . As Figure 6 shows, teen birth ~rates

vary tremendously across states, froan 34 in N~w Harnpshire to 82 in Mississippi . To examine the

factors that might explain tl~ese var iations in rates, we have developed measuzes of family planning

avai,labiliry and public policy at the state level as we1L Also, to control for the confounding effects of

social and econozn .ic factors that distinguish among states and which might contam inate an assessment

of how policy factors afFect fertility, we have devel .oped a set of state-level measures of soc ial ancf

Figure G
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economic factors, rar~ging from wages and education, to religian and voting patt~rns . In addition ,

because s~rvices tend to be located in areas w~ere the need is great, we ha~e also de~eioped a set o f

measures of teen fertiliry for eaxlier years, to control for this confounding factor . The variables we

have created foar this study are described in the follovving sectians of this chap~er . A full description

of aur ~easures, the source, and descriptive statistics axe presented in Append~ A . Zn the final section ,

the analysis methodology for this study is described .

VARIABLE DESCRIPTIONS

Denendent Variab les

Our analyses begin with an e~amination of the effects of fami~y planning golicy ana other

measures on state -level white and black teen birt~ zates in 1990 . Child Trends calculated the state-level

birth rates for 1990 . Race-specific birth rates were also ca~culated for 15 to 44 year old women, and .

for 20 to 24 year old women for 1990 . Data on the number of births were provided by Stephani e

Ventura o~ the Natality Branch of the National Center for Health Statistics . The populatian

denominators for these birth rates carne from the U .S . Bureau of the Census .

We also explore the effects of so~iodemographic and policy m~asures on non-marital teen birt h

rates for younger teens (aged 15 to 17) in 1990, by race . Data on the number of non -m.arital b irths to

teens 15 tfl 17 we~e provided by the Nat iona.l Center for Health Statist~cs . However, data on the

number of unmarried 15 to 17 year olds in a state were unavailable for the denom inator in this ncaeasuxe .

Instead, w~ estinn.ated the non-marital teen b irth rate by uszng the total number of 15 to 17 year old s
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in a state ; since virtually all 15 to 17 year olds were unmarried in 1990, we believe this represents a

reasonable estimate of #he non-marital birth rate arnong younger adolescents .

Pregnancy and abortion rates for teens in 1958 by race and by three age categories for teens ax e

also explored . These data were provided by the Alan Guttmacher Institu#e, in rnachine-readable fflrnaat .

They are also published in . Henshaw {1993) . Data o~z abortian rates for women of all ages were

provided by the Alan Guttmacher Tn stitute and are published in the State and Metropolitan Area Data

Book , 1441 . Pregnancy and abortion analyses are conducted for 1988 , as this ~s t~e year for which

mast recent estimates are available .

The percent of teen pregnancies that resulted in a birth in 1988 , the percent of teen pregnancie s

that resulted in births to unmarried mothers in 1988, and the percent o~ pregnancies that were ended

by abortion ir~ 1988 were calculated by Child Trends, using the birth, pregnancy azad abortion dat a

a.~ready described .

We also analyze the effect of policy and sociodemographic measures on teen birth, pregnanc y

and abortion rates zn 1980, in an effort to further understand our results for 1990 fertility outcomes .

The white, black an.d total teen birth rate data for 1980 come from Vital and Health Statistics, serie s

21, No . ~2. Te~n pregna~cy and abortion rates for 1980 can be found in Henshaw, Kenney, Somberg ,

and Van Vart (1989) .

Po licv Variables

Family Planning Policy . Data on family planning expenditures and on service utilization ar e

ve~y dif~icult to locate . We were able, however, to compile two measures related to family planning
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palicy on the sta,te level for 1987, in arder to analyze the effects on 1988 pregnancy and abortion rates,

and 199a birth rates .

The estimated percent of teens in need af family planning services who received such serviees u~as

canstructed by dividing the nurriber of teena who were served at Title X clinics by the number of teens at

risk of unint.~nded pregnancy. The data for the den~rninator were taken fxom Women at risk: The need

for family planning services, state and county estimates 1987, publi~hed in i988 by The Alan

Guttmacher Institute. The definition of teens at risk of unintended pregnancy is teens who were or have

ever been sexually active, are fecund, and are not currently pregnant or currently attempting to become

pregnant .

The numerator, the number of adolescent women less than twenry years old served at Title X

clinics in 1987, was from the Office of Papulation Affairs, U .S . Department of Health and Human

Services, Public Health Service, in a 1987 BCRR report . The clinics included a11 health facilities

receiving money from Title X of the Public Healtl~ Service Act, a federal grant made to private agencies

and state and local governn~ents to pravide family planning services .

The main drawback to this measure is that the numerator o~y includ~s those adolescents who

received family planning services from Title ~I clinics . Data are not available to measure the number

of teens receiving family planning services at any place other than clinics funded witli Title X monies

(such as private physicians, or elinics funded with other public funds) .

A second fa.mily planning measure was developed to assess funding for family planning services .

The amount of public dollars spent on contracepti~e services for wamen at risk of unintended pregnancies

in 198? was constructed by dividing the total amount of fed.eral and state expenditures for family planning

services in each state by the total number of women at risk of unintended pregnancy per state . Totai
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expendttures included Medicaid, Title X, Social Services block grant, MCH block grant, othe r

miscellaneous federal funds, and stat~ sources spent on family planning services (Gold and Guardado 1988) .

Women at risk of unintended pregnancy w~r~ those women wha were or have ever been sexually active ,

fecund, and not currently pregnant or attempting pregnancy. Data from the Alan Guttmacher Institut e

(1988} included those women aged 13-19 years old and 20-44 years old who were under 240 percent of th e

poverty level .

Ideally, we would have had a measure of the public dollars spent on contraceptive services per tee n

at risk . However, such a measure was impossible to construct since there are no data ava ilable on th e

distribution of public dollars for contraceptive services by type of family planning client . The lack of this

information is remarkable, and seriously undermines our efforts to assess the impact of public funding for

family planning services .

For analyses of ~980 fertility outcorr~es, we atteinpted to get paz~allel measures of family planning

policy in 1979 . Qur measures were not precisely the same, however, due to data limitations . The

measure o£ utilizatifln in 1979 is the percent of teens at risk of unintended pregnancy who were served

at family planning clinics (recall that in 198'1 our measure is only those se rved at Title X cl inics) .

This measure is preferable, but unfortunately is not available for the late 1980s . Data on the number

of teens IS to 19 at risk were published in Torres, Forrest and Eisman (1981) . The estimate of teens

at risk in each state was calculated using data fln sexual activity, fecundity and birth expectations from

the 1976 National Survey of Famil~ Growth and the 1979 ~ohns Hopkins University Survey flf Youn g

Women. The number of 15 to 19 year alds sezved by organiz~d clinics are based on data collected b y

the state and local fa~nily planning data systems .

. ,~,
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The measure of total dallars spent by Federal and state sources on contraceptive services in fiscal

yeaar 19'~9 was also ~ublzshed in Torres, Forrest and Eisrnan (1981) . This measure does exactly parallel

our measure on pubSic expenditures in 1987 . Hawev~r, in this case the quality of the data are not as

good in 1979, because ten states in ~979 did not report the amount of state expenditures . Tl~e authors

chose to consider ttie state contribution in these states as zero ; total expenditures for all states were

calculated by adding the state and Federai expenditures . This r~sults in a~assible underestimate o f

expend itures in the ten states that di.d n~at report theiz expend~tures on contraceptive services .

~'een Pregnancy and Schaa~-Re~ated Poiicies : State policy regarding pregnancy prevention

programs and sex education in schools can affect teenage fertility . To assess this factor, we inc~ude d

measures of a state's policy on pregnancy prevention edueation in schaals obtained frorn an article b y

Kenney, Guardado, and Brown (1989) . Sta .tes were coded as either requiring , encouraging,

discouraging, prohibiting, ar taking no position on pregnancy prevention education in public schools .

We also created a scale comt~ining a state's policy on pregnancy prevention education with their palic ~

on AIDS and STD (sexually transmitted diseases} education in the schools, aJso reported in the articl e

hy Kenney, et al . (1959) .

We also obtai~ed a measure indicating states' res~onses ta the adalescent pregnancy issue . States

were charact~rized as having or nat having a coordinated progra[n and poticy for adolescent pregnanc y

prevention in 1985 and 1990 by J . Kashel (1990} . Koshel also determin~d which states gave monetar y

support to school-based clinics in 1988 .

We~are Polrcy: Some have speculated (Moffitt, 1992) that generous AFDC benefits in some states

are correlated with out-of-wed~ock births . The variable used to measure the ievel of AFDC benefits in each

state was taken from unpublished data from the U .S . Department of Health and Human services, Farnily
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Suppart Administration . Typical AFDC payment amount~ were for a farnily of three = one adult plus tw o

dependerits) .

Abortio~c Policy : The variable measuring minors' access to abortion services was canstructe d

prin~ari~ly from unpublished data fram the Alan Guttmacher Institute on laws regarding abortion services

to m.inors . Other data were obtained from the Natianal Abortion Rights Action League ; there was no

single source of historical data an minors' access to abortions, which made uncovering d~ta difficult .

For individual state Iaws, additional information was obtained from: the Arizona Right ta Chaose, Inc . ;

the Kansas Department of Health and Environment ; the State af Idaho Attarney General's Office ; and

the State of Wyoming Governor°s Council o~ Teen Pregnancy .

Many states did not have any laws on the books pertai~ .ing specificaily to minors un~il the lat e

1980s . Other states had laws severely limiting m~.nors' access to abortions , but they had been enjoined

or were not enforced . The laws also ranged in strictness, including one-parent consent, two-parent

consent, parental notifzcation, manc~atory counseling, ar judicial bypass . Many cal~s were rnade to

individual states to clarify information when necessary .

The abortion policy measure was later collapsed into two categories, indicating states that hav e

no restriction on minors' access to abortion, versus states that ha~e some restrictive policy (inciudin g

parental notification, parental consent, mandatory counselin~, and parental consent with judicial bypass) .

In addition, there was one state for which na information was available on these laws ; this state was

assigned the modal value of tlie other states, which was to have some restriction an minors' access .

Federally funded abortions were severely restricted by th~ Hyde Amendment in 1977 . However ,

states could use their own funds to provide Medicaid abortions . Since there is variation arnong state s

on whether or not they fund abortions, we composed a measure indicating whether or npt a stat e
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provides funds for abortion. In 1980, $58,907,000 total ($10,699,OQ0 Federal and $48,208,00~ state )

public dollars were spent ta fund abortions . Federal fund~ng of inedically n~cessary abortions was

permitted during a seven-month period from Febz-uary 19 to September 19, 198~, under a court ordere d

injunction of the Hyde Amendment . Federal District Court Judge Jahn F . Dooling, Jr . defined

medzcally necessary abortiflns as tY~ose "necessary in light of all factors-- physical, emotional ,

psychological, familial and the woman's age-- related to the health-related well-being of the pregnant

woman" (Gold, 1982) . The injunction was lifted by the Supreme Court in Harris v McRae and Williams

v Zbaraz when the Hyde Amendment was found to be constitutional .

Since 1981, Federal funas have been available for abortior~ only in cases where the rnother's

life was threatened . In 1987, the Federal government spent $1b0,000 on abortion services (Gold and

Guardado, 1988) for 322 Federally fiinded abortians . 5ixteen states and the District af Columbia spent

a total of $64,113,OOQ to prov~de 188,919 abartions to women . In 1990, $119,000 from Federal funds

were spent on 165 abo~-tions, and state funds totaling $65,18Q,000 were spent on ~ . 62,418 abortion s

(Gold and Daley, 1991} .

The Federal government spent $41,000 less Qn abortion services in 1990 than in 1987 . In 1980,

during the seven month zz~junctiaz~ on tt~e Hyde Amendment, the Federal government spent over 10 . 5

million dollars more on abortion services than in 1987, and almost 10 .6 million dollars more than i n

1990 .

Conte~tual~ Variables

Wherever possible, separate state-by-state social indicators for znales and females and fox white s

and blacks were developed to use as the predictors of teen fertility outeomes . The variables farming
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the social context within each state include education, religion, labor force participation, family

strncture ; ~olitical participation, crime , housing , and women ' s status .

Education : To explore the hypottiesis that educational opgortunities are associated with lower

rates of teenage childbearing, several measures of educat ional attainrnent at the state level were created .

AIl infarmation on the proportions of males and females who have graduated from high school or

college are derived from deceiuv .al census data . For example , the proportion of black females in each

state in 1480 who were high schooX graduates was ca~culated, a proportion that varied fram 63 % to

96 %, and was obtained directly from Table 76 iz~ General Social and Ecanomic Characteri stics, ]. 980

(individual state voiurnes, C-2-52) . Proportions of miales and females age twenty-five az~d over (b y

race) who were college graduates in 198Q were computed by Child Trends using data from the sam e

saurce, Table 76 . Data for 1994 weze published by the U .S. Sureau of the Census in Minor i

Economic Profiles, 1990 CPH-L-92 .

Religion: Fundamentalist religions tend to place considerable emphaszs on the restriction o~ se x

and childbearing to marital unions, thus early marriage and early childbearing within marriage tend t o

be more comrnon among fundamenta .lists . Non marital cl~iidbearing, therefore, should be lower in state s

with high propoz-~ions of fundarnentalists . State-level measures of the proportion of the population wh o

belong to fundamez~talist faiths were created for 1980 and 1990 . The numbers of persons in 1980 livin g

within a state who were members or regular garticipants in various Pratestant and Catholic ~hurche s

were taken from B . Quinn, et al . {1982) . Data on the number of the population in 1989 who were

Jewish ~vere taken frozn tl~e State and Metropolitan Area Data Book, usiua~ data from the America n

J'ewish Comzn ittee and the .American Jewish Publication Society's Amer ica~ Jewish Year Book 1989 .
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Data on religious affiiiation for 1990 are taken from M . B. Bradley, et a1 . (~992} . The moderate

and liberal definitions are taken fxom the McKinney typology (Roof and McKinney, 1987) .

The fi~damentalist rypology for 1990, including Churches c~f Christ, Church of God, Latter-Da y

Saints (Mormon), Nazarene, Free Methodist, Free WiII Baptist, Lutheran-Missouri Synod, Mennonite ,

Pentecflstal Holiness, Salvation Army, Seventh-Day Adventist, and Southern Ba~tist is taken fro m

Morgan and Meier (1980} . This typology was also used by Arnold Linsky, 7ohn Colby, and Murra y

Straus in 1.987, and by Anne E . Winkler in 1993 .

Labor Force Partieipation : The opportunity cost hypothesis suggests that higher levels of female

emplayment shauld encourage teen.s to defer childbearing in favor of schoot ing and employm ~ent . Data

for states on the percentages of women, Hispanics, wh ites, and blacks employed in various occupational

categories for the years 1987 and 1989 are taken from the Bureau of Labar Statistics' Geo~raphic

Prafile of En~ lo ment and Unem lo ment . The bulletin for 1989 is #2361 and the bu~letin for 1987

is #2305 . Information for 1980 by race on the praportion of all females (and aiso the propartzo n

married/husband present) with children under 6 who are in the labor force are calculated from data

published in Table 77 Qf General Social and Economic Characteristics, individual state volumes .

Unemplayment is expected to predict 13igher rates of early childbearing, as the opportuniry cost s

of delaying zrnatherhood are Iessened when unemployment is high. Data on the percent af unemployed

females aged 2Q to 21 by race were taicen from Table 214 in the Decezinial Census, PCS~-1-D, Detaile d

Po~pulatian Characteristics , 1 980 , individual state volumes .

Overall unemployment rates for wamen, men, teens, and blacks from 1983 through 198 8

appeared in the Bureau of Labor Statistics' Handbook of Labor Statistics, Bulletin 2340, Washingto n

D.C . : U.S . Government Printirig Office, August, l .9$9. The same data for 1989 appeaxed in the State
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and Metropolitan Area Data Book , whose source was the Bureau of Labo~ Statistics ' Geo~phic Profile

of Unerrrplovmen# and Em,.plovment, an annual issue .

Family Structure : To explore the hypothesis that teens living in states with a larger pro~ortio n

of the popu~ation residing in female-headed rather than two-parent families will be more likely to

b~con~e teen parents, race-s~ecific measures of family structure patterns at the state Ievel were created

for 198Q and 1990 . The proportion af children in female-headed househalds in 1980 by race was

calculated from data published in Table 21 of th~ 1980 General Po~ulation Characteristics, Volurne s

B -2 -52 {individual state volumes) , published in 1983 .

Data on the numbers and percents of children in female-headed households by race ~or 199 0

appeared in Table 44 of the 1990 Census of Population, volumes CPI 1-52 (individual state voluFnes) ,

published in 1992 .

Income arul Poverty : Both the opportunity cost and the euiture of poverty hypotheses posit that

poverty predicts Yugher teez~ childbearing rates . Data on personal income per capita for 1970, 1980 ,

1985, 19$8 and 1989 appear in the State and Metropolitan Area Data Book, 1991 . Also in the Data

Book were data on the state's per capita money income in current dallars as a pe ~rcent of the U.S .

average, the percent of children below the paverty Ievel in 1979, and the numbers of AFDC, foo d

stamp, and schoal Iuzkch recipien#s in 1980, and 19$8 . Median family income by race for 1989 for eac h

state was transcribed from Minorit,y Ecanom~c Profiles, 1990, CPH-L-94, which reported 199 0

decennial census data .

Data on average annual pay for ~980, 1985, 1987 and 1988 foz each state alsa appear in the

State and Metropolita.n Area Data Book, 1991 . The percent below ~ 00 % af the poverty leveX in 198 9

among teens 12 to 17 and among persons 18 to 64, by race, appear in Minority _ Ecanomic Profiles ,
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U . S . Burea~z of the Census, July 1992, 1990 GPH-L-95, pp . 3 -6 . The percent of residents below 100%

of the poverty level in 1979 was publisbed in Statistical Abstracts of t.l~e United States .

Yat ing and Lib~ral ism Seores of the Uot ing Records of U. S. Representatives : A higher

propartion of peopie voting is often regarded as an indicator of c ivic concern and efficiency . State-

level voting infornla~ion includes the percent of the vot ing age population wk~o cast a vote for Pzesident

af the U .S . in 1980 and in 1588, the percent of ~oting age population registered to vote in those years,

the s ize of the voting age population, khe number of registered voters, the percent of voting-age

population casting a vote for their U .S. Representative in i98S, and the size and percentage African

American af the voting-age population for 1990 . These data appear in the State and Metropol itan Area

Data Book, i991 , and were originally compiled by the Committee for the Study of the American

Electorate, Washington , D.C .

Scores on social ~xberalism are derived from the National Journal . The editors of tlle National

Tovrnal seleeted specific congressional votes as representing soeial issues, such as voting to adjust the

anra.ual ceiling for the food stamp program to reflect inflation and unemploymenfi rates . They then

ranked the members af congress from most conservative ov~ra .ll ta most l iberal on a year's set of social-

issue votes. Tbe calculated. saeial liberalism scores by state for the year 1981 ap~eared in the May 8 ,

1982 issue in an article by M . Barone and G. Ujifusa. Chiid Trend~ calculated social liberalism state

scores (votes on social policy issues for the years 1483, 1988, and 1990) from the Nationai Journal

issues of May 12, 1954, January 28, 1489 and ~anuary 19, 199~, respectively, averaging the scores af

the state's delegates . The Nationa~ 3ournal presented the scores individually by member (not as state

averages) in thdse years .
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Crime : Social disorganization is predicted to be related to higher rates of early ch~ldbearing .

One proxy for social disorgat~zation is the crime rate . All of the crime data appeared in the 1991 5tate

and Metropolitan Area Data Book . The Federal Bureau of Investigation is the source for all of the

variables on numbers of crunes and t~e crime rates . The Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency

Preventian pxovided data on the juveni~e custady rate for 1987 . The Bureau af Justice Statistics' annua l

volume Probation and Parole and their annual volume Prisoners in State and Federal Institution s

provided data on nu~bers of adults on probation in 1987 and the prisoner rates for 1980 and 1488 .

Also included in the data file are numerous crune rates (violent, robbery, murder, forcible rape, etc . }

provided by the F .B.I . and appearing in the State and Metropolitan Area Data Book, 1991 .

Housing : Housing quality and ~evel of ownership reflect economic status and the stability o f

family life in a community . Teens in an econazz~ically stable home environment may be less likely to

experience an early birth . State-level housing variables include the percent of housing occupied b y

owners, the percent having no telephone, the percent of households with no access to a car, the nnedian

value of occupied housing, and the mean gross rent of occupied housing, all for 1980. Also included

are the percent change in the number of housi .z~g uzuts frozz~ 1980 to 1990 and from 1970 to 1980 . All

housing data are from the 1970, 1980, and 1990 censuses of population and housing . They are

puk~tish~d in the State and Metropolitan Area Data Baok, 1991 .

Wamen's Status : Tta.e higher the economic and social status of women, the lower rates of early

childbearing are expected to be . The percentag~s of vvamen on county governing boards in 1988 and

the pereentage of women mayors and municipal council naembers in 1985 were identified as measure s

of the status of women at the state level . These data were provided by the Center for the America n
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Woman and Politics, The Eagleto~ Institute of Palztics, Rutgers Uz~ivezsity, New Brunswick, Ne w

Jersey . '

Demographic Control Variable s

The demographic variables developed to cantrol for confounding influences on t~e teen bairth rate

include : birth, pregnancy, and abortion rates for prior years ; metropolitan residence ; geographic

zx~.ob il ity ; and population size , growth , and compasition .

Birth Rates: Because c[inics are generally located in areas where teenage childhearing is high ,

ttie teen birth rate and t.he number of clinic patients can be positivel~ correlated . To contral for this

very likely possibiliry, we control for priar fertility . Teen birth rates for 1970 and for 1980 by rac e

in each state were taken frozn Vital and Health Statistics Series 21, No . 27 and No . 42, respectively .

Child Trends calculated the birth rates . for 1985, usi.ng revised population denaminatars provided by th e

U .S. Bureau of the Census . These revised estimates use race categories consistent with the reportin g

of vital statistics by t~e U.S . National Center for Health Statistics . The chief racial moc~ificatian

involves reassigning about ten zni~lion "other race" individuals, over 95 percent of whom were of

His~anic origin, to racial categories consistent with those used by providers of all other data, and

pursuant to an Office of Management and Budget direc~iv~ . Assignment ta a specified race was made

on an individual (not household} basis and accarding to lacalized distributions .

Birth rates for 1988 were derived from a file provided by the Alan Guttmachez Institute. Child

Trends calculated the percentage ~hanges in the birth rates over time by state by race . Only 42 states

and the District of Columbia ha.d a suffic ient number of African Americans for black teen ch ildbearing

zates i~ 1988 to be included. (There are small variations in the number of such states by year and age
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group, earying from 40 to 43 states .) Race-specific birth rates were also cal~ulated for 15 to 44 yea r

old womeza and for 20 to 24 yeax old wonnen for 1985 .

We also analyzed non-marital birth rates for youngez teens (15 to 17) in 1990 . However, we

could not obtain a cvmparable measure in 1985 to control for prior non-marital birth rates ; instead, we

control for the overall teen birth rate in 1985 . This proxy for prior fert ility was s~ill ta .aghly corre~ate d

with the 1930 out-of wedlock birth rates (r= .55 for whites, p< .001 ; r= .82 for blacks, p C .OQl), and

the measure still strongly predicted to 1990 rates .

Pregnancy and Abortion ~ates : The teenage pregnancy and abortion rates for 1980 and 1985 ,

total and by race, appeared in Henshaw, Kezuiey, Somberg, and Van Vort, Teenage Pre~nancv in the

United States, published by the Alan Gut~rriacher Institute in 1989 .

Metropolitan Residence : The proportion of the state population that was urban in 199 0

apgeared in the 1992 Statistical Abstract, in Table 29 . The 1980 percent appeared in the State and

Metropolitan Area Data Book, 199~ . Urban residents are all persons living in places of 2,500 or mare

whzch are incorporated, or which are census designated places (but excluding those persons living on

the rural fringes of tbese places), together with those persons who live in closely se~tled areas with at

least SQ,000 inhabitants in the core and surrounding a~eas together .

Mobility : The proportion of the population moving to a different county or state between 197 5

and 1980, by race, were calculated by Chiid Trends from the 19$0 Census of Pogulation, Vol . C

{individual state volumes 2- 52), Tabl~ 75 .

Population Size, Growth and Composition : The number af females by five-year age groups, by

race and Hispanic ethnicity for 1985 and 1988 represez~t revised estirr~ates (Modified Age, Race, Sex

estiumates) provided by the U .S . Bureau of the Census . General mamority composition of the states fo r
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the years 198Q and 1990, the number of urun igrants admitted in 1985 and 1989, sex ratio £or 1989 , . and

the popu~ation density in 1990 appeared in the State and Metropolitan Area Data Book, 1991 .

The state level data file prepared for this project is avazlabl~ to other researchers who request

it . Also, the data are l~eing provided to Sociometries, Inc ., 170 State Street, Suite 26Q, Pala Alto, CA

94422-2812, (415 -949-3282), for inclusion in the Data Arehive on Adolescent Pregnancy and Pregnancy

Prevention .

VARIABLE PROBLEMS AND MISSING DATA

As discussed above, sorne of the data we callected had missing data for some states ; we

encountered other data limitations such as a dearth af available data on family planning utilization and

ex~enditures . For e~vnple, we ideally expected to find information on the number of teens served at

atl family plannu~g clinics in the United States ~izi or around 1987) . After extensive phone calls and

library research, we became reconciled to the fact tXaat after 1983, the only data available on farnily

plaru~ing utilization was the numb~r of teens served at Title X clin~cs . One might expect that most

farr~i~y planr~ulg services are provided at Title X clinics, but this is nat actually tl~e case . Due to Title

X funding cuts and restrictive regulations on the uses of Title X monies during the 1980s, many family

planning ciinics no longer receive Title X funding . Therefore, the measure of the percent of teens at

risk who were served at Title X clinics in 1987 is an underestirnate of the desired measure of the

perce~t af teens at risk of unintended pregnancy who were served at a11 family ~lanning clinics . Due

to this underestimate, we may see little if azry effects of this family planning measure on teen fertility .

Teen birth rates aze defined as the number of births per 1,000 females aged 15 to 19; therefore,

the denominator in the birth rate is the rnzmber o~ females 15 to 19 in that state . When caiculating race-
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specific birth rates, some of our denominators are too small to obtain a stable estiznate of the birth rate .

For black teen birth rates, we had to omit eleven states from the analyses due to unstable birth rat e

estimates .

STATISTICAL METHODS AND MODEL CONSTRUCTTON

We use ordinary least squares multiple regression analysis in order to assess the net effects o f

various cflntextual, demographic, and policy-related measures on birth, pregnancy, and abortio n

outcomes . For each outcorne analyzed, a systematic appxoach to rnodel construction was employed .

The base model for every dependent variable analyzes the effects of our vazzous measures without

controiling foz prior fertiliry patterns ; in addition, since our primary interest is in the family planning

policy rneasures, we have a base model with each farnily plannrng measure by itself, and then a base

model with the two measures in the model simultaneously . Our subsequent models always control for

earlier fertility patterns ; we cantrolled for rates five years prioz to the outcome if da~a vvere available .

The other measures included in the models varied somewhat depending on the availability of data .

Models were pruned of non-significant variables to preserve degrees of freedom .

The District of Colu~nbia was excluded from a11 models run on whites only, and all models tha t

included both races, since the demographic profile is very diff~rent from rnost other states (the percen t

African Am,er ican in the District in 199a was 65 % ; in the next highest state , Mississippi , the percent

black cvas 36%). We included the District in rnadels run only on blacks, since there is no reason t o
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expect that the Afriean American population in the District vf Colurnbia is different than the Africa n

American popuXation in the 50 states . l

Standardized beta coefficients are presented in all models deseribed in Chaptex 3 . Standardized

coefficients allow us to compare the relative effect of each measure in the model, and to compare effects

of ineasures across models of the same sample size . Unstandardized coefficients, however, are easier

to intergret, and are particularly helpful for understanding policy and progra~ impiications of our

analyses . As a result, unstandardized coefficients are higlilighted periodically throughout Chapter 3 .

Append~ B displays unstandardized beta coefficients far these selecte~ regression madels .

We began our analyses with an exploration af the effects of our various measures on the tee n

birth rate in 1990 for whites and blacks separately . We then analyzed models for abortion rates and

pregnancy rates in 1988 for all races . We also examined teen birth rates in 1980, birth rates for women

20 to 24 and for all women in 1990, and pregnancy outcomes in 1388 . Detailed descriptions of these

rnodels az~d the results of our analyses are presented in Ghapter 3 .

1We aZso ran models for biack bi~th ra#es with the District exciuded, and found no significant differences in

our results .
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CHAPTER 3 : RESULTS

Ir~ this chapter, the results of a series of multivariate models assessing tl~e irnpact of farnil y

planning services and palicy on teen fertility are presented . In light of the decline in public funding

and support far family planning, we are particularly interested in wheth~r family planning service

uti~ization, public expenditures ar policies at the state Ievel predict teen birth rates net of othe r

sociodemographic factors . We focus on two primary family planning/contraceptive service utilizatio n

measures: the percent af teens at risk who were served at Ti~le X clinics in 1987, and the total publi c

dollars spent on contraceptive services per woman at risk in 1987 . W~ also examine the effects of

abortion policy, AFDC beneFit levels, and the presence of a state focus on adalescent pregnancy .

We examine a nnmber of dependent variables, specifically :

• the ~ 990 teen b irth rate (birth~ per 1,000 females 15 to 19} by race (Tables 1 -3 for whites ;
Tables 4-6 for blacks)

• ~lie 1988 teen ~regnancy rate (pregnancies per 1,000 females 15 to 19) (Tables 7-9 )

• the 1988 teen abortion rate (abortions per 1,000 females 15 to 19) {Tables 1~-12 }

• the 1980 teen pregnancy rate, birth rat~, and abartion rate by race (Tables 13-15 )

• the 1980 teen birth rate by race (Tables 16-18 far whites ; Tables 39-21 for blacks)

• the ~99~ non-marital birth rate for 15 to 17 year olds (number of non-marital births per 1,000
females 15 to 17) by race (Tables 22-24 for whites ; Tables 25-27 for blacks)

• tha 199Q birth rate for 20 to 24 year olds by race (Table 28 for whites ; Table 29 for blacks)

• th~ 1990 birth rate far 15 to 44 year olds by race (Table 30 for whites ; Tal~le 31 for blacks)

• the percent of teen pregnancies ending in a non-marital birth in 1988 (Tabi~ 32)

• ihe percent of teen gregnancies ending in a birth in 1988 (Table 33 )

+ Che percent of teen pregnancies ending in an abortion in ] . 988 (Table 3~ )
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Our analyses begin with a base rr~adel that includes the prunary i~dependent variable of interest ,

other state-level sociodemographic measures ~ncluding poverty rates, AFDC benefit level, labor forc e

participation rates, and other population characteristics . Our base model does not control for prior birth

rates to teens . Subsequent models control for earlier birth rates a~d assess the impact of various policy

measures suc~ . as minors' access t~ abortion, public funding fpr abortions, and pregnancy preventio n

programs . This strategy allows us to examine the relative impact of major state level family plannin g

policy measures, sociodemographic contextual fac~ors, and other state policy measures related ta ~amily

planning Z .

Tables 1 through 3 examine the impact of these variables and other contextual measures on tee n

birth rates for whites . Corresponding models for black teens are presented in tables 4 through 6 .

Tables l. -3 : Whxte Teen Birth Rates for 15 to 19 year olds in 1994

Table 1--Whites IS-19, 1990 Birth Rate: Models with Pereent of Teens at Risk Served at Title X Glinics
in 1987

Access to and use of reproductive health services can be an important contributor to th e

likelihoQd of childbearing among yaung women . Model Sb iza the first column of Table 1 shows th e

association between one measure of reproductive health services in the state as a predictor of the state' s

teen birth rate, net of a variety of state characteristics . When basic sociodemographic factors ar~

con.sidered, the percent of teez~s at risk served at Title X clinics is pasitively and sxgn ificantly related

to ~990 birth rates among white teens . This is not surprising : it indicates that funding ~s fvcussed in

ZBecause of the complexity of these analyses, and because of the many contexiual measures we were
interested in, we ran many more mvdels than aze shown in this report . We are showing models that provided

the strongest and most consistent results . The non-consecutive model numbers shown in Tables 1 through 35
reflect this .
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states with higher teen birth rates . A l~igher proportion af the populatio~ . that is H ispanic or

fundarne~talist, a higher female ]abor force partic~patzon rate, and a~aghez~ poverty rate are also

associated with a higher white teen birth rate . The level of vialent crime has a marginally positive

significant relationship with hirkh rates . On the other hand, the percent of the statc population that vote d

in the 1988 presidentia~ electian is associated with lower birth rates, and a poiicy af unrestricted acces s

to abortion for minors is reiated to a iower white teen birth rate .

Once we control for the existing pattern of childbearing, many of these contextual factors hav e

no influence on birth rates among white teens . in particular , as shown in Model 11b , reported in the

second colunin of Table 1, the percent of teens ar risk who are served at Title X clinics is no longer

related to ~ . 990 birth rates among white teens when the 1985 rate is included in the model . Also, the

percent H ispanzc and the percent fundamentalist are no longer related to 199a b i~rth rates once 1985 birth

rates for white teens are co~trolied . The ~emale labor force participation rate coefficient remain s

positive, but in varied models it fluctuates between ~eing marginally significant and not at al l

significant, de~endi~zg on the other variables included in the model . The percent voting for president

in 1988 is still r~lated to lower birth rates, but the percent belflw poverty is no longer related to th e

outcame . The violent crime rate, however, significantly predicts to higher birth rates in all models .

The median AFDC payment in a state is positively associated with teen birth rates, and minors' acces s

ta abortion is moderately related to lower birth rates for white teens (p < .10) .

TaP~le 2--Whzies 15-I9, 1990 Birth RaZe : Madels with Public Dollars Spenr on Contrace~~ive Seruice.r
per Woman at Risk in ~987

In this table, we examine the effect of a different measure of family planning services : the

amount of dollars expended by a11 public sources (Federal, state and local) p~r woman at risk . The
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number of women at risk in each state is estimated as -the number of women who are sexually active,

fecund (tiot sterilized or determined to be infertile}, and not pzegnant ar trying to become pzegnant .

In the base model (Model 4b, shown in the first calumn), the dollars spent on cont~aceprive

services per waman at risk has no significant effect on 1990 birth rates for white teens, aithough a

negative relationship is observed. However, the percent ~ fundamentalist in 1990, the 1989 fema~e labor

force participation rate, and the teen poverty rate are all re~ated to higher birth rates among whzte teens .

The percent voting in the 19$8 presidential election is again negatively related to the teen birth rate for

whites . Nerthez minors' access to abortion, nor the average AFDC monthly payment is related to the

teen birth rate .

In the second throe~gh sixth calumns, results are shown controlling for earf ier levels of tee n

fertiiity . Onc~ the 1985 birth rate is added to the model, we note that the dollars spent per woman at

risk is related to a signifieantly lower teen birth rate in models faund in columns 3 through b . The

percent in a state voting for president remains negative~y xelated to teen birth rates for whites . The

~iolent crime rate is marginally associated with a higher white teen birth rate, and the level of AFDC

payments is positively related to the birtYi rat~ as well . None af the other policy related measures were

related to the white teen birth rate .

Ta~ile 3--Whites 15-19, 1990 Birth Rate: Models wit~ Percent of Teens at Risk Serued at Title X Clin ics
in 1987 and Public Dollars Spent on Contraceptive Services per Woman at Risk in 1957

In order to consider the relative effect of the percent of teens served and the publ ie dollars spen~

per woman at risk on births to teens, we examine them sirnultaneously in this next set af Fnultivariate

models . We first note that both measures are associated ~vvith teen b irths among whites in a directian

cons istent w ith our earlier models . That is, in our base model (lb), where we do not control for prior
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birth rates, the percent of teens at risk who are served at Title X ciuucs is significantly related to highe r

teen birth rates, while the public dollars spent an contraceptive services per woma~ at risk is no t

significantly related to the outcome . The percent of the papulation that is Hispanic, the percen t

fundamentalist, the female labar farce participation rate, th .e violent criFne rate, and the percent of whit e

teens below 100% o€ poverty contirnue to be associated with higher teen hirth rates among whites . The

percent voting for President is negatively related to birth rates, and the remaining measures in the mode l

are not assflciated with the outcame .

In subsequent models, where we contral for the 1985 birth rate, the total dolIars spent o n

contraceptive services per woman at risk is associated with a significaz~ .tly lower white teen birth rate .

The u~.stantlardized beta coefficient in these rnodels (not shown) ranges from - .13 to - .1 S, which naeans

that for every additional one k~undred public dollars spent on contraceptive services per woman at risk ,

the teen birth rate is predicted to decrease by between 13 and 18 b irths per ~.000 females aged l. S tp 19 .

However, net of this effect, the percent of teens at risk who are served is positively and significantly

associated with the birth rate . The female labor farce participation rate, the violent crime rate, and th e

average AFDC payment are all significantly related to higher birth rates as well, while the percen t

voting for president is still negatively associated with the outcome . Nvne of the other policy variable s

(such as state policies on pregnancy prevention and sex education, poiicies on minors' access t o

abortion, and funding for abortion or school-based clinics) have any significant association with whit e

teen birth rates .

In sununary, the percent o£ teens at risk who were served is p~sitively associated with teen birth

rates for whites in 1990, while public dollars spent per woman at risk is associated with a decline in

birth rates . Both measures continue to significantly predict birth rates among white teens e~en aft~r
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cantzolling for the Ievel of teen fertil ity in 19$5 and derno~raphic factor-s such as labor force

participa~ion and rates of crime . The percent Hispanic, rates of paverty, and educatian level do na t

significantly pr~dict 1990 birth rates for white teens after controlling for demographic and fertility

measures . The stronge st predictor of 1990 birth rates for whYte teens is the p r ior rates of b irth i.n

1985 .3~4

Tab~es 4-6: African Amer ican Teen Birth Rates for 15 to 19 year o lds in 1990

Table 4- BZacks IS-19, 1990 Birth Rate: Models with Percent of Teens at Risk Served at Title X Clinics
in 1987

Because of large racial differences in teen birth rates, we feel it is important to examine th e

impact of contextual and policy factars on childbearing separately by race . Tables 4 throu~h 6 provide

resnlts for multivariate regressio~ analyses o£ the association of contextua~ factors with 1990 Africa n

American teen birth rates that parallel the earlier analyses of white teens . While the data indicate

similarities in the assaciatian between family planning and contextual measures and birth rates to black

teens, some very interesting distinctions emerge . For example, in our base model (Sb), before

controlling for the prior teen birth rate among blacks, the percent of teens at risk who are served is not

significantly related to the 1990 black teen birth rate ; a significantly positive association was observe d

3We aIsa examined the effeets of family planning policy changes on the change in the white teen birth rate

belween 1985 and 1990, and 1980 and 199fl . We found no significant effects of changes in family planning
funding aad service delivery an the change in the teen birth rate for whites .

4We did further analyses exploring the change in public dollars spent on contraceptive services per woman

at risk. Our most important finding here was ihat from 1979 to 1990, the total public dollars spent on
contraceptive services per woman at risk, in constanC doliars, declined for all ~ut one state . In fact, 37 states
had a 50 % or greater deeline from 1979 to 1990 . We created a measure indicating a 50 % or greater decline in

funding ; this measure significantly predicted an increase in the 1940 white teen birth rate of 3 births per 1000

teen females .
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for white teens in the base model, although the effect was eluninated when prior birth rates wer e

controlled . The female Iabor force participation rate and the percent of African American teens belo w

the poverry line are signif'icantly associated with higher black teen birth rates, and the violent crime rat e

is marginally r~lated to higher birth rates . The percent of the population in a state that is African

American is related to lower birth rates ; that is, higher proportions of African Americans in the

population are associated ~s~vith lower birth rates among black teens in 1990 . None of the other measure s

in this madel are assaciated with 1990 African American teen birth rates .

The remainiaag znodels in this table (Modeis l 1b--37j) control for the 1985 blacl€ te~n birth rate .

T~e prior birth rate is, as was found for whites, a large and very significant predictor af the curren t

birth rate . Some effects disappear, such as those due ta the percent of the population that is African

American, and the percez~t o~ black teens below poverty, while others remain statistically significant .

For example, the female labor force participation rate rema ins positively an~. s ignificantly related to the

teen birth rate . Other variabtes display significant relationships to the birth rate vvhere no prio r

association was observed in our base model (Sb) . For instance, the percent of Afriean Americans in

a state with at least some college education is naw significantly associated wifih IQwer teen birtl~ rates ;

state public funding for abortions is alsa related to lower birth rates. The percent of teens at risk served

at Title X clinics is still unrelated to the outcome, and the other policy variables do not have any

significant relationship to the 199~ African Amer ican teen birth rate either .

Table S--Blacks IS-i9, 1990 Birth Rate : Models with Public Dollars Spent or~ Contraceptive S'ervices
per WQrnan at Risk in 1987

Models assessing the effect of public dollars spent on contraceptives among women at risk on

birth rates among black teens show similar results to those in Table 4 . In Model 4b (Table 5}, the
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public money spent on contracepti~es does not predict the black teen birth xate, nor do any of the othe r

state poli~y variables (public funding for abortion was not included in this model) . The percent African

American in a state is negatively related to the teen birth rate in our base model, while the female laba r

force participatian rate and percent teens below i00% of poverty are associared with higher birth rates .

In addition, the vialent crime rate is sigzuficantly related ta higher birth rates .

Controlling far ~ 985 birth rates daes not alter the coefficient for public maney for contraceptive

services . The female labor force participation rate remains positively associated with 1990 birtl~ rate s

for African Americans teens ; hflwever, the significant relationship between the teen poverty rate and

199~ black birth ra~es has disappeared, and the percent of the popuIation that zs African American i s

nv longer associated with the outcome, nor is the violent crime rate. However, education levels emerge

as a signi~icaz~t predictor of lower 1990 African American birth rates after controlling for 1985 blac k

teen birth rates, and public funding for abortions is znarginally r~lated to lower birth rates . However ,

other than public funding €ar abortions, none of the policy related measures significantly predict 199 0

black te~n birth rates .

Table 6--Blacks 15-19, 1990 Birth Raie : Madels with Percent of ~'eens at Risk Served at Title X Clinics
in 1987 and Public Dallars Spent an Contraceptive Serviees per Woman at Risk in 1987

The models includir~g both af the available measures of fa ~ mily planning policy have sirnila r

results to those in Tables 4 and 5 . Neither the percent of teens at risk served, nor the public dollar s

spent on contraceptive services , is related to the black teen birth rat .~ in 1990 , before or after controlling

far the 1985 birth rate . Prior to controlling for the earlier birth rates, the percent African America n

is negatively related to the teen birth rate for black tEens . Both the female labor force participation rate

and the black teen poverry rate are significantly associated with higher teen birth rates, while the violen t
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crime rate is marginally associated with higher birth rates . As before, none of the policy measures ar e

related tc~ the teen birth rate for African Americans .

After including 1985 birth rates in the models, the percent of blacks campleting some colleg e

signi~'icantly predicts lower 1990 birth rates, while the gercent African American and the poverty rat e

are no langer associat~d vvith ~he outcome . The labor force participation rate stil~ predicts to higher tee n

birth rates, and public fiinding for abortian (which ~ras not in our base motie~) is marginally associate d

with lower birth rates . Other than public funding for abortions, none of the policy related measure s

predict 199Q black teen birth rates .

Neither fam~ily planning policy measure significantly predicts 1990 African American teen birth

rates, even after coritrolling for the Ievel of teen ferti~ity in 1985 and demographic factors such as labo r

force participation and rates of crime . The female labor force participation rate as the only demographi c

or policy measure that significantly predicts to higher 1990 birth rates for African Americans, while th e

education Ieve1 is the ozaly measure significantly associated with lower birth rates . As we observed for

whites, the stronges~ predictar o~ 1990 birth rates far African Arn~rican teens is fhe prior teen birth rate

in 1955 . 5

Our racial cornparisons xeveal that family planning policy has no significant effect on black tee n

birth rates in 1990, while mixed effects are observed far whit .es . On the other hand, birth rates in 198 5

are strong predictors of 199a teen birth rates for bot1~ blacks and whites . The sociodemographic

measures that affect 1990 t~en burth rates are diffezent for blacks and whites, with the exception of th e

fernale labor force participation rate, which significantly predicts higher 1990 teen birth rates for both

SAs we did for whites, we examined the relaCionship between family planning policy and changes over time

in the black teen birth rate . We found no significant association between changes in fa~nily planning funding

and service delivery and changes in birth rates for blacks .
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black and whites . While voting behavior, the crime rate, and AFDG payments predict white birth rate s

in 1990, ~lie only measure, other than the 1985 birth rate and the female labor force participatiQn rate ,

that consistently predicts b~ack teen birth rates is the education level of the population .

Tables 7-9: Teen Pregnancy Rates in 19$8

Tables 7 through 9 present multivariate models assessing the effect of farnily planning variable s

on the 1988 teen pregnancy rate . The 19$8 teen pregnancy rate is used because this is the most recen t

year far which data are available . We do not analyze pregnancy rates separately by race due t a

insu~cient data .6 In ~ach table, the base madel includes the primary independent variables of interest

(percent teens at risk sezved at Title X clinics and public doilars spent on contraceptive services pe r

woznan at risk), and a basic set of sociademographic measures . Addi.~ional models contral for prior teen

pregnancy rates and the same set of family planning and policy variables as were included in the model s

for teen birth rates .

Mulfiivariate results for Tables 7 through 9 are fairly consistent . For example, in our base

model, where prior pregnancy rates are not controlled, the percent ~oting for president in 1988 has a

strong negative association with teen pregnancy rates, and the violent crime rate has a significant and

positive relationship with pregnancy rates. However, ance prior pregnancy rates are controlled, th e

effect af the percent voting variahle disappears . The violence rate, an the other hand, remains a

positive and significant predictor of higher teen pregnancy rates . Neither measure of fanuly planning

service availability is related to fihe teen pregnan~y rate .

6See Methods Chapter for a rc~ .ore detailed explanation .
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Onc~ 19$5 teen pregnancy rates are contralled, a~ew changes in our models emerge . The

female ur~employment rate is bofih negatively and sign i~fican~y related ta the 1988 teen pregnancy rate ;

that is, higher unemployment among females is related to lflwer teen pregnancy ra~es . Public funding

foz abortifln shows a marginally positive association with the teen pregnancy rate as well, but th e

pz~i~nary family planning policy variables are still unrelated to 1988 teen pregnancy rates . However ,

a policy variable identifying states that have coardinated pregnancy prevention programs is significantl y

associated with lower teen pregnancy rates . The unstandardized beta for this variable is -7 ; that is, a

state with a coordinated pregnancy prevention program is found to have 7 fewer gregnancies per 1000

teens than a state without such a program . '

Tahles 10-12: Teen Abortifln Rates in 1988

As with teen pregnancy rates, teen abortion rates are measured in 1988 because this is the mos t

recent year for which the data are currently available, and our ar~alyses are not run separateiy by rac e

due to insuff'icient data. Tables 10 throngh 12 pzesent madels iz~ the same way we hav~ dane in earlie r

tables ; aur base m~de3s contain ~ontextual and demographic measnres, but do not cantrol for earlie r

abortion rates ; the subsequent models add the 1985 teen abortion rate intv the models as a contro l

variable .

Table 10--AZ2 Races IS-19, 1958 Abortion Rates : Models with Percent of Teens at Risk Served at Title
X Clinies in 1987

7We also canstructed a measure indicating states that had a pregnancy grevention program and were in the

top third of all sta#es in the percent of teens at risk who were served . This measure did not seem co contribute
to the predietive value of the measure of pregnancy prevention programs .
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Our base model {Model 7c) assesses the effect o~ teen Title Y family planning service uti~izatio n

an abortion rates, without controlling for 1985 abortion rates . We nflte that the percent of teens at risk

who are served at Title X clinics appears to ha~e no relationship with 1988 teen abortion rates . As

before, only a few of our independent measures influence abortion rates among teens . For instance,

the percent of the populakion that is Hispanic is only marginally associated with higher abortion rates .

However, pubiic func~ing for abortians and the violent crime rate both significantly predict higher

abortion rates. The rest of the measures (including average AFDC payment and education level) ar e

not significantly associated vvith abortian rates ~rior to controll ing for earlie~r abortion rates .

After we control for 1985 abortion rates, the female unemployment rate and public funding fo r

abortion are the only two variables that consistently affect 1988 teen abortion rates. Female

unemployment predicts to lower rates of abortion among teens, while public funding for abortio n

predicts ta higher rates of abortion among teens . The rate of violent crime, which dernonstxated a

significant impact in our base model, is anly marginally associated with higher teen abortion rates in

1988 ; in Model 14c it is not significantly related at all .a The female unemployment rate, which we

noted ~redicts 1988 teen abortion rates, is no longer a significant predictar when the mal e

unemployment rate zs added into the model (see Madel 13c) ; neither the male nar the female

unemployment rate is signiFicantly related to 1988 abortion rates when they are in the m.ode~ tagether .

The percent Hisparuc is no longer significantly related to 1988 abortion rates, and none of the remainin g

measures are significantly related to 1988 abortion rates . However, public fiinding for abortian s

remains a strang predictaz of teen abortion rates .

gIt is unpartant to note that in Madel 14c, only 47 states are included in the run because the minors' access to

abortion variable is rnissing data for ti~-ee states .
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Table ll- Adl Races IS-l9, 1988 Abortion Rate : Models with Public Dollars Spent on Contraceptive
Services'per Woman at Risk in 1987

Table 11 examines the impact of public dollars spent on contraceptive servic~s among wome n

at risk in 1987 on 19$8 teen abortion rates . Oar base model suggests that the amount of public dollars

a state spends on contracepti~e services per woman at risk is not significantly related to the 198 8

abortian rate . In fact, fevcr contextual measures influence the 1988 abortion rate among teens . The

percent African American, the p~rcent of the population that is fundamentalist, the average annual pay ,

and the average AFDC payment are unrelated to the 1988 teen abortion rate ; the percent Hispanic and

the percent graduating high school have only a marginally positive relationship with abortion rates ; two

measures, the violent crime rate and state funding ~Fdx abortions , are again significantly associated with

highez~ abortion rates . Measures reflecting stronger status for women and social cohesion, such as th e

female unemployment rate and the percent voting for president, bvth predict lower abortion rates fo r

teens .

The gatterris discussed above change after prior abortion rates are taken into consideration . For

examgle, in models 14b, 12b, and 13b, we note that the percent Hispanic and the percent gxaduatin g

high school lose ttieir marginal influence on the abortion rate . In addition, the percent voting for

president is no longer related to the 1988 abortion rate for teerjs . The female unemployment rate is stil ~

significazat~y associated with lovsrer a6ortion xates, except when the male unemplflyment rate is in th e

model . In the presence of male unemployn~ent, the fernale unemployment rate has no association wit h

the 1988 abortion rate fvr teens . Public funding for abortion still predicts to higher abortion rates, a s

expected, and the violent crime rate is still associated with higher abortion rates . Measures such as
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minors' access to abortian, average AFDC payment, and average annual income ha~e no signxfican t

relationshzp with the teen aboz~tion rate .

TabZe 12- All Races IS-19, 1988 Abor~tion Rate: Madels with Percent of Teens at Risk Served at Title
X Clinic.r in 1987 and Public Dollars Spent on Gontraceptive Ser'vices per Woman at Risk in 195 7

Table 12 asses~es hoth the influence of teens served and public dollars spent on contracepti ~ ve

services arnong women at risk on abortzo a n rates among teens in 1988 . In models canta iz~ing both o f

these family planning policy variables, neither family planning policy variable predicts the 1988 tee n

abortion rate . The percent Hispanic also fails to influence the abortion rate, either before or afte r

controlling for 1985 abortion rates . The percent casting a vote for President is negatively associate d

with the outcome, but once vcre cantrol for prior abortion rates the effect of this measuze disappears .

The violent cz ~irx~e rate in a state is related ta higher abort ion rates before controlling for ] . 985 abortion

rates. After controlling for the earlier abortion rate, the violent crime zate eoefficient remains positive ,

and it fluctuates between being marginally significant (p C .10) and significant at p C .OS level .

Depending on whether male unemployment is in the model, the impact of the femal e

unemploymen~ rate on abortion rates is also significant . Prior to controlling for male unemployment ,

female unemployment is strongly related to lower abortion rates, both before and after controlling fo r

the 1985 abortion rate . Once the male unemployment rate is cousider~d, the female unemployment rate

is na longer arelated to the abortiat~ rate among teens, suggesting that the unemployment measures reflec t

the state of the local economy rather than wornen's economic opportunities . Public funding for

abortions consistently predicts higher abortion rates, with or without the prior abortion rate control .

On the other hand, whether or not a minor has unrestricted access to an abortion appears to have n o

effect on state teen abortion rates .
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Overall, the farnily plai~ing policy measures we have been able to locate or develo~ have little

influence on teen birth, pre~nancy and abortion rates; the exceptio~ is for white teens, where public

dol~ars spent on contraceptive services among women at risk predicts lower teen birth rates arnon g

whites in I99a . Net of this effect , however , we find that the percent of teens at risk who are se ~r ved

at Title X clinics predicts higher 1990 birth rates . Because we had expected these measures to have a

gzeater influence on fert,ility ~aatterns, we conducted further analyses to attempt to understand how thes e

measures were working, and to explore whether or not theze were any prob~ems with the measures

themselves .

Tables 13-15: Replication of Singh Study--Effects of Famiiy Plann~ng Policy on 1980 Pregnancy,
Birth and Abortian Rates -

State-level analyses of family planning policy and contextual factors on adolescent £~rtiXity wer e

conducted several years ago . Tn particular, Singh (19$6) canducted analyses simiiar to those presente d

in this study in which 1980 birth rates were the dependent variable . We have found, since 1986, the

U . S . teen b i .rth rate has increased , while public f~a .nding and support for farnily planning has decl ined ,

and enviroz~menCal conditions in which rnany teens live have worsened . It is important, therefore, to

determine the reason for the limited influence of our fazrnily planning measures on fertiliry outcomes .

In particular, is the limited infl~ence of family planning measures due ta true historical trends, or ar e

our findings due to differences in data or siudy methadology? In Tabies 13 through 15 we hav e

replicated Singh's model as best as possible, and in Tables lb tbraugh 2~ we replicate {as best as

possible) ou.r analyses of 1990 bir~li rates for 1980 birth rates . We find we are able to closely replicate

Singh's 1R80 results and conclude that the weak 1990 resu~ts are not due to differences in data o r

methodology.
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Table 13--1980 Pregnancy, Birth and Abo~tion Rates : Effects of Percent of Teens at Risk Sej-ved at
Farrtily ~lanning Clinics in 1979

Table 13 presents the coefficients for tl~e family planning ~ariable of interest, the percent of teens

at risk who were served at ~amily ~lanr~ing clinics in 1979 . The numbers in parentheses show Singh' s

results for the same models . Model 1 examines the effects of the percent of teens at risk who wer e

served on tlxe 1980 teen pregnancy, birth and abortion rates, controlling for the percent poar, the

percern African American, and the percent urban in each state . The percent of teens at risk served is

associated with higher pregnancy rates for al~ races combined, and wzth higher pregnaz~ .cy rates for

whites; this family plannuig pol icy measure is not related to pregn .ancy rates for blacks . This measure

is a .lso unrelated ta birth rates for either race or both races combined. The percent of teens served i s

associated with lugher abartion rates for whites and for aIl races, but is unrelated to abortion rates fo r

blacks . Our findings for 1980 are generaily consistent with Szngh's findings ,

In Model 2 , the 1970 teen birth rate is added to Model 1 . Now the family planning polic y

variable is unrelated to pregnancy rates, except for whites, w~ere it remains associated with a

significan~ly higher pregnancy rate . The percent of teens served is also starongly related to lower birt h

rates for whites and for all races combined, but is still not significantly associated with blac~ birth rates .

As in Model 1, the percent of teens at risk who are served is associated with higher abortion rates ~o r

whites and for all races, and is unrelated to abortion rates for blacks . Again, our findings are generally

consistent with Singh's zesults ; the only exceptian is a minor difference in the effect of the famil y

planning variable on the black birth rate . While Singh found a significant negative effect on the blac k

birth rate, the coefficient in our results is negative, and close to Singh's in magnitude, but it is no ~

statisticall~ significant .
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Table 14---I980 Pregnancy, Birth and Abortion Rates : Effects of Public Dollars Spent on Cantraceptive
Services per Woman at Risk in 19~9

The models in Table 14 present anaiyses of our second family planning policy variable, the tota l

public dollars spent on contraceptive services per woman at risk . Singh did not do analyses using this

measure, but we use her analysis malel to examine tY~e effects of this measure on teen pregnancy, birt h

and abortion rates . Model 1 presents the effects af public dol~ars spent on the teen pregnancy, birth

and abortion rates, controlling for percent poar, percent African Arnerican and percent urban . This

family planning poliey measur~ has no effect on 1950 pregnancy or abortian rates for any race . The

public dollars spent on contraceptive services are associated with higher birth rates for blacks, but ar e

unrelated to birth rates for whites or for all races connbined . Model 2 controls for the 197~ teen bzrth

rate in addition to the controls in Model 1 . The results are exactly the same ; public dollars spent on

contraceptive services az~e xelated to higher black teen birth rates in 1980, but are unrelated to white tee n

birth r~tes, or to teen pregnancy or abortion rates for any race .

Table IS--1980 Pregnancy, Bir~Ia and Abortion Rates: Effects of Percent of Teens at Risk Served at
Family Pla.raning Clinics and Public Dollars Spent on Cantraceptive Services per Woman at Risk in 197 9

Mode ls 1 an.d 2 in Table 15 are the same as in Tables 13 and 14 , but with both family plann ing

policy variables in the same mad~l . Before controlling for 1970 birth rates, we see that the percent o f

teens served is related to higher pregnar~cy rates for ~hites and for all races combined, but is no t

associated with black teen pregnancy rates . The percent of teens at risk served is not related to birt h

zates for ar~y raeia~ group ; it is associated with higher abortion rates for whites and all races, but is not

related to abortion rates for blacks. The public dollars spent on contraceptive services is associated with

lower teen pregnaney rates for whites, b~t is unrelated to teen pregnancy rates for blacks or far all race s
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combined. Public dollars spent on contraceptive services is related to higher black birth rates, whil e

it is not associated with birth. rates for whites or for all races . This family plan~ing policy rneasure is

unrelated to abortion rates €or any group .

Aftex con.trolling for 1970 teen b irth rates, the percent of teens served is still associated w ith

higher pregnancy rates for whites and for all races, and remains unrelated to black pregnancy rates .

The perc~n# teens served is now related to Io~er birth rates for both racial groups, and it remain s

associated vvith higher abortion rates for whites and for a1t rac~s together . The public dallars spent on

contraceptive services has the exact same results in Model 2 as it did in Model 1 ; it is negative~y

associated with white teen pregnancy rates, and positively associated with black teen birth rates ; the

measure is not related to teen abortion zates for either racial group .

Tables 16-18: White Teen Birth Rates ~n 1980

In addition to a replicatin~ Singh's study above, we c~ecided to further explore the eFfects o~ famil y

planning policy variabtes on 1980 birth rates . Tables 16 t .hrough 21 expand the models ahove by addin g

varipus contextual, demographic and policy measures . These models are as si~ilar as they can be ta

our analyses of birth rates in 1990 . Some differences were inevitable, since data were not alway s

available in the same fozm for 198~ as they were for 1990 . For example, for 1990 birth rates the best

measure of family plannirtg cliruc utilization tliat we could locate was a measure of tlie percent of teens

at risk served at Title X clinics (in 1987), while far 198d birth rates data were a~ailable for the percen t

pf teens at risk served at all family planning clinics (in 1979) .

~'able 16--TNhites IS-19, ~980 Birth Rate,r : Models with Percent of Teens at Risk Served at Family
Planning Clinics in 1979
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- Models Sa and 5c do not control for the 1970 birth rate ; in these models the percent of teens at

risk who~ are served in fa~nily plauning clinics has no relationship to 1980 teen birth rates . The percent

Hispanic and the percent fiindamentalist are strongly associated with higher teen birth rates for whites .

The female unemplayment rate is marginally rela~ed to higher teez~ birth rates in 1980 in Madel Sa, wit h

40 states in the model 9; once most of the states are in the model in Sc {n= 4$), the fezn .ale

unemployment rate is na longer associated with the outcome . In Model 5c, th~ violent crime rate is

marginally related (p < .10} to the birth rate . The percent of whites who graduate eollega in a state i s

related to lower bi_rth rate s . T`he rezxaaining measu ~res axe unrelated to the white teen birth rate .

~nce the 1970 birth rate is controlled for, shown in Models 6c and 6d, the percent of teens a t

risk who are served is still unrelated to the teen ~irth rate . The percent of the popu~ation that is

Hispanic and the percent fundamentalist are both still strongly related to higher birth rates in 1980 . The

violen~ criame rate and the percent graduating college are botl~ marginally related to Iower birtti rates ,

and the rest of the measures are not associated with the outcozr~e . As found for 199d, the prior birt h

rate is a strong predictor of the 1980 white teen birth rate .

Table 17--Whites IS-19, T 980 Birth Rates : Models with Public Dollars Spent on Contraceptive Services
per Wornan at Risk in 1979

In Table 17, two versions of the variable measuring public dollars spent on contraceptives ar e

used. One version has missing data for ten states, while the second version assigns a value of zero t o

the component of public dollars that was missing for those ten states, in order to maximize the nurnbe r

of states in oux znodels .l° Tn Model3a, the ~'irst vexsion af the family plann~ng variable is used (wit h

9Minors' access to abortion is missing data for eight states .

loSee Chapter 2 for a more detai led de scription of the two versions of this variable .
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ten states missing data), and minors' access to abortion is in the madel, which also -has missing data o n

an addit~anal eight states . The tatal n{unber of states in Model 3a, there~ore, is 33 . In this rnodel, the

percent of the ~opulation that ~s Hispanic an,d the percent that is fu~.damenta,list are both associated with

higher teen birth rates, and the female unemployment rate is marginally related to a higher birth rate .

The gercent of whites who are college graduates and the violent crune rate both predict lower teen birt h

rates in 1980, and minor~' access to abortion is marginally associated with lower birth rates . The

family planning policy measure, public dollars spent on contraceptive sexvices, is unrelated to teen birt h

rates in 1980 .

Model 3c uses the second version of the family planning policy variable ; 40 states ar e

represented zn this model . With seven mare states in the model, the positive relationships between th e

percent Hispanic and the birth rate, a~nd the percent fundamentalist and the white teen birth rate in 1980 ,

~id not change . However, the percent who are college graduates and the violent crime rate have a

marginally negative association with the 1980 white teen birth rate . The female unemployment rate

becomes significantly related to higher birth rates, but minors' access to abo~rtion has no significan t

association with the outcome . The public dollars spent on contraceptive services is still unrelated to th e

19$0 birth rate for white teens . In Model 3e we drop minars ' access to abortion from the rnodel , s ince

this measure has missing data for eight states, and the sample size increases to 48 . In this model, the

Ievel of public funding for contracegtive services stil~ remains unrelated ta teen birth rates in 1980 . The

percent Hispanic and the percent fu~ndamentalist still predict higher t~en birth rates, hut the violent crime

rate remains negatively and marginally associated with the white teen birth rate . The percent of whites

who graduate college is once again significantly related to lower white teen hirth rates, as was seen i n

Model 3a . The level of female unemployment is no langer reiated to the outcome, havvever, and th e
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remaining measures are not associated with white teen birth rates in 198q .

Models 4a, 4c and 4f control for ~970 white teen birth rates . Version 1 of tl~e fami~y planning

policy vaxiable (i .e., ten states have missing data) is marginally associated wi~li lower birth rates, as z s

version 2 of the variable in Model 4c, with seven more states zn the z ~ nodel. In Model 4f, however,

with an additional eight states in the model, the measure of public dollars spent on contraceptiv e

services is no longer sig~uficantly related to the birth rate . The percent of the population that i s

Hispanic and the percent fundamentalist are strongly associated with higher white teen l~irrh rates i n

1980, while the percent of whites graduating from college and the violent crime rate are marginally

related to lower birth rates .

Table I8--Whites 15-19, 11&0 Birth Rates : Models with Percent of Teens at Risk Served at Family
Planning Clinics in 1979 and Public Dollars Spent on Contraceptive Services per Woman at Risk in 197 9

Models la , lc and le . in Tab1e 18 consider both family planning palicy measures in the model ,

prior to controlling for the 1970 teen birth rate . In these models, neither the public dollars spent on

contraceptives, nor the percent of teens at ri~k served is significantly associated with the 1980 birth rate ,

The percent of whites who are college graduates is negatively related to white teen birth xates, whil e

the percent Hispanic and percent fundamernalist are related to higher birth rates . In addition, the violent

crime rate is rnarginally related to lower birth rates . Minors' access to abortion has no effect on th e

1980 teez~ birth xate for whites .

Models 2a, 2c and 2f control for the 1970 white teen birth rate . In Model2a, with 33 states and

~ersion 1 of the measure af public dollars spent on contraceptives, both family planning measures ar e

significantly associated with lower birtla rates . In Model 2c, version 2 of the public dallars spent on

contraceptive services is still related to lower birth rates ; however, the p~rcent of teens at risk who wer e
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served at farr~ily planning clinics is now only marginally associated (p C .10) with lower birth rates .

When 48° states are in the model (Mode12~ , neither family planning variable maintains its significant

relationship with tl~e white teen birth rate . In all three models (2a, 2c, and 2~ the percent His~anic and

the percent fundamentalist are eonsistently associated with higher white teen birth rates . The violent

crime rate is marginally signifzcant izi rn.odet 2a, with 33 states in the rnodel ; in Models 2c and 2f the

crime rate is significantly related to lower birth rates . Neither public funding far aboxtions nor minors '

access to abortion is significantly related to 1980 white teen birth rates .

Tabtes 19-21 ; Black Teen Birth Rates in 198 0

Table I9--Blacks IS-19, 1950 Birth Rates : Models with Perceni of Teens at Risk ,Served at Family
Planning Clinics in 1979

Tables 19 through 21 show parallel models predicting 1984 black teen birth rates . Models Sa ,

Sc and 5d, our base models in Table 19, present the results of analyses prior to controlling far the 197 0

black teen birth rate . The models ha~e different sample sizes because of missing data prot~lem s

consistent with those described for Tables 16 through 18 . " Irrespective of rnissing data , none of the

base models (Sa , Sc and Sd) significantly predicts the black teen birth rate in 1980 . The family planning

variable, the percent of teens at risk served in 1979, has no significant effect an state level birth rate s

for black teens . In fact, the only measure that demonstrates an impact on the 1980 black teen birtl3 rate

is the percent fundam~nta .list ; in Model Sc, the percent fundamentalist in the state is associated with

higher teen birtri rates among African Americans . Thus, the greater the proportion of fundamentalist s

in the state, the higher the birth rate among black teens .

l lSee Chapter 2 for a more detailed description of missing data problems .
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After controlling for 1970 teen birth rates; the models overall predict the 1984 birth rafies among

black te~ns . For example, the percent teens served at family planning clinics is related to lawer tee n

birth rates ; for every ld% increase in the proportion of at risk teens served, the black teen birth rate

is predicted ta decrease by about 6 to 7 births per 1040 ~een girls . The percent of blacks who comp~ete

high school in a state, and the percent of the ~opulation w~o are pooz are both related to higher birth

rates in 1980, net of other variables in the model . The percent aoting for president in 1980 i s

associated with higher birth rates in Models 6a and 6c, but is no langer significant in Models 6d an d

6e when unemployrnent rates are not included in the model . The level of violent crime in a state i s

unrelated ta i980 black teen birth rates, at least in Models 6a and 6c ; however, iri Models 6d and 6e ,

where the unemployment rate is excluded from tl~ .e model and the sample size is increased to 42 , the

crime rate demonstrates a negative assaciation with the black teen birth rate . The percent

fundamentalist is, again, related to higher birtl~t rates only in Model 6c . Neither public funding for

abortions z~or minars' access ta abortion is related to the 198~ black teen birth rates .

Tahle 20---Blacks IS-I9, 1980 Birth Rates: Models with Public Dollars Spent on Contraceptive Services
per Woman at 12isk in 1979

Multivar iate zra .odels assessing the impact of publ ic dollars spent on contraceptive services among

women at risk on black teen birt~i rates in 1980 are presented in Tahle 20 . We note that due to rnissing

data, the models in this table are not based on data from all 50 stat~s (see Chapter 2 far more detaile d

explanation) . Consistent with prior models, each model is zun without a ~nd then with the 197Q bzrth rat e

in the model . Our base models indicate that family planning policy and other cantextual measures have

virtually no associations with 1980 birth rates fvr black teens . For example, ia Made~ 3a, the gercent

of the population that is African American is significant~y associated with lower birth rates, but the tota l
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dollars spent on contraceptive services and the percent fundamentalist are only marginally related t o

highex birth rates . Once we control for the 1970 birth rate (see Model 4a), even these relationship s

disappear ; the anly measure tt~at significantly predicts the 1980 black teen birth rate (when the sampl e

size is 24) is the 1970 black teen birth rate .

Model 3c includes the version of the public contraceptive expenditure variable that imputes

missing data (N=34 states) . In this model, the public dollars spent on contrac~ptive se~rvices pe r

woman at risk in 1979 is not significantly related to the 1980 black teen bizth rate, nor is the percen t

of the papulatian that is fundamentalist . The percent African American is marginally associated with

lower birth rates, but none af the other m~asures are associated witli the autcome ; the model overal ~

does not predict 1980 birth rates for black teens. After controlling for the 1970 birth rate (Model4c) ,

the model's pr~dictive power is im~raved . In this rnodel, ~vve note the percent voting for president is

significantly associated with higher birth rates for black teens, and the percent poor in 1979 is

marginally associated with higher birth rates . The 1970 black teen birth rate remains the stronges t

predictor of the 198Q birth rate among black teens, while the remaining cont~xtual rneasures still fai l

to predict 1980 black teen bixth rates .

Model3e is based on data fram 37 statesi2 . Public expend'atures on con~raceptive services remain

unrelated ta the 1980 black teen birth rate . The percent fundamentalisE and the percent ~oting for

president are both marginally associated with higher birth rates, but no other measures demonstrate a

significant relationship with the black teen birth rate . With the 1970 birth rate added into the mode l

(Model4e) few changes are abserved ; the percent voting for president becomes significa~t~y related to

12The sample size was increased to 37 by dropping minors' access to abartion from the model, which had

missing data, and had no significant effect on the birth rate in Models 3a, 4a, 3c or 4c .
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higher birth rates, and the percent poor beco~nes maz~ginally associated with higher birth z~ates, but th e

measure ', of public expenditures on contraceptive services still has no s ignificant impact on black tee n

birth rates in 1950 .

In base Model 3f (N =42 states13), the public dollars spent on cQntracepti~e services amon g

women at risk shows a significant and positive associatian with the teen birth rate, but none of the othe r

measures in tl~e model are associated with the autcome . In models 4f and 4g, vvhere we control for the

1970 birth rate, the public dollars spent on contraceptive se~vices per wa arnan at risk still predicts to

higher 198a birth rates . In addition, the percent of African Americans who complete high school an d

the percent poor are alsa related to higher birth rates . None of the other measures in the model

significantly predict 1980 black teen birth rates .

Table 2~--Biacks IS-l9, 1980 Birth Rate : Models with Percent o~' Teens at Risk Served at Family
Plar~r~ing Glinies in X979 a~d Public Dodlars Spent on Cantraceptive Services per Woman at Risk in 197 9

The layout of the models in this table is consistent with Table 2Q, but the impact af both famil y

planning policy measures is assessed on the 1980 black teen birth rate . In Model la (N=24), the

percent af teens served is not significantly related to 198d black teens birth rates, but the public dollar s

sper~t on coz~traceptive s~rviees is maxginally associated with higher teen birth rates . T`~ie percent of th e

population that is African American is negatively associated with the birth rate ; that is, areas with a

h igher proportion of Afr ican Americans ha.ve a lower 1980 black teen b irGh rate . The percent

fundamentalist is marginally related to higher birth rates . Controlting for earlier birth rates (see Made l

2a) eliminates the effect of public e~cpenditures far contraeeptive services on adolescent fertility of blaek

1 3 ~he samp i e size has now izzcreased to 42 becau se ws have dropped the biack female unernployment rat e from

the mode l . This measure had missing data, and was nat significant in any of the models where it was present .
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teens . In fact, the onty rneasure in this inodel that predicts 198 a black teen birth rates is the 1970 hlac k

teen birtfi rate .

With 30 states in the model (Model 1c), and prior to controlling for t1~e 1970 birth rate, nan e

of our confiextual or family planning measures predict 1480 black teen birth rates . Model 2c shows

results after the 1970 birth rate is cansidered . In the presence of 1470 black teen birth rates , the

percent of teens at risk who were served is sigr~ificantly associated with lower birth rates for blacks ,

while the percent voting for president and the percent poor predict higher birth rates . Also, the percent

of blaeks who graduate high school in each state is marginally but positively reiated to highex birt h

rates .

In Mode~ le, the public dollars spent on contraceptive services (Version 2) the percent of t~ e

population that is funclamentalist, and the percent ~oting for president are aIl marginally associated with

higher birth rates . After controlling fflr 1970 bizth rates (Model2e), the significant rela~ionship betwee n

the public dollars for contraeeptive services and the 19~0 black teen birth rate has disappeared, th e

percent ~undamentalist remains margu~ally significant , and the percent voting far president is now

szgnificantly associated with higher birth rates . The percent graduating from high school is no w

marginally rela~ed to higher birth rates . The percent paor is also related to l~igher birth rates, while

the percent of teens at risk who axe served at Title X clinics now predicts lovver birth rates in 19$Q fo r

black teens.

In Mode~ lf, the public dollars spent on contraceptive services is associated with higher tee n

birth rates in ~980, but none of the other measures in the model have a significant association with blac k

teen b irth rates , In Models 2f aad 2g, the pub~ic dollars spent on cantracept~ve services still predict

higher birth rates, but the percent of teens at risk who were sezved predicts lower black teen birth rates .
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The percent graduating high school and the percent poor are also associated wi~[i higher birth rates ;

public funding for abortions has no effect on 1980 black teen birth rates .

In summary, we find that our data and methods are eomparable to those employed in earlie r

studies and yield comparable results . Little evidence is found that family plazlning funding or service s

affect white teen birth rates . Hawever, the percent of teens at risk who were served by clinics in 1979

is related to lower birth rates among black teens . On the other hand, public funding, net of the numbex

of teens served, is related to a higher birth rate among black teens . As was found for 1990, th~ laxgest ,

strongest, and most consistent predictor of 1480 teen birth rates is the 197d teen birth rate . Clearly ,

little has inCerrupted the pattern in some states of high rates continuing over time .

Tables 22-~4 : Whi~e Non-Marital Teen Birth Rates far ~5 to 17 Year Olds in 199 0

Table 22---LVhates IS-17, 1990 Non-Marital Birth Rate : Models with Pe~cent of Teens at Risk Served at
Title X Clinics in I98 7

More than two-thirds of births to teens 15 to 19 occur outside of marriage. Among teens aged

15 to 17, 78 ~ercent occur outside of marriage. Moreover, birth rates at ages 15 to 17 ~ary

dzaxnaticaliy across states, ranging from 21 births per 1,~~0 females 15 to 17 in Minnesota and

Vermon[, to 60 births per 1000 females 15 to 17 in Mississippi (and 103 in the District of Columbia}

(Moore, 1994} . Thus, special consideration of the factors that account for this variation and for the

impact of farnily planning on non -marital births to teens is warranted .

Table 22 presents the impact of the factflrs that aceount for this variataon and for the percent o f

teens served on non-marital birth rates among white teens aged 15 to 17 in 1990 . In our base mode l

{ib), 6efore we control for 1985 b~rth rates, we note that the percent of teens at risk who are serve d

demonstrates a positive assoeiation with non-marital birth rates among white teens ; the percent of the
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population tha.t is His~anic is also related to higher non-marital birth rates . Conversely, minors ' acces s

to abortion is significantly associated with lower out-of-wedlock birth rates among younger teens . In

our base model, none of the ~ther contextual or policy measures l~ave a significant influence an the 199 4

non-marital whzte teen birth rate .

A dxfferent pattern, howe~er, emerges when we take into account 1985 white teen birth rate s

(Models 2b-8a) . For example, the percent of teens served does not have a significant effect on the non-

marital birth rate after controlling for 1985 birth rates arnong white teens 15 to 19 . Additionally, the

percent fundamentalist now has a negative impact on the birth rate among unmarried whit~ teens, whil e

the average AFDC payment appears to have a positive effect on birth rates . However, the percent o f

the population that is Hispanic, and min .ors ' access to abortion maintain the same influence on the birt h

rate that they did in the base model . Policy measures such as public funding for abortians and stat e

pzegnancy prevention policy do not significantly predict 1990 non-ma~ital birth rates among younge r

white teens .
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Tabde 23--Whites IS-~7, I99a Non-Marital Birth Rate : Models with Public Dollars Spent on
Contraceptive Services per Woman at Risk in 198 7

In Ta~1e 23 we assess the effects of the public dollars spent on cofltraceptive services on the no~-

marital birth rates among young white teens . The base model shows that prior to controlling for th e

1985 non-marital b irth rate, the ~easure of public dollars spent an con.traceptive services has no

sigza.ificant impa~t on the 1990 non-mari#aI birth rate among whi~e teens 15 ta 17 . We observe that the

percent of the papulation that is Hispanic predicts higher out-of-wedlock birth rates, while minors '

access to unrestricted abartion is only marginally associated with lower ra~es . The remauung contextua l

zneasures aze u~zelated to the w}ute non-marital teen birth rate .

When we add the 1985 teen birth rate for whites to the base model, we find that the measure

of public dollars spent on contraceptive services now sigzaificantly predicts lower nan-marital birth rate s

among younger white teens in 1990 . In fact, for every additional ane hundred public dollars spent per

woznan at z~sk , a decxease of 11 non -marital b irths per 10Q0 females aged 1S to 17 is pred icted . The

percent of the population that is Hisparzic is alsa associated with a higher number af out-of-wedlac k

births, while the measure of the percent fiindamentalist has a significant negative effect on the non-

marital teen birth rate far whites . The white teen poverty rate predicts lawer birth rates as well ,

although it is only ma~ginally significant in some models . We alsa note that the ~ypical AFDC paymen t

for a family of three significantly and pos~tively influences the 1990 non-marital white teen birth rate ,

and that state policy on pregnancy grevention program ~s has a ma~rgixaally positive association with highe r

birth rates. Minors' access to abortion, public funding for abortio~, and state policy on sex educatio n

in schools do not have significant effects ~n the 1990 nvn marital b irth rate among younger white teens .

Table 2¢-Whites IS-17, 1490 Non-Marital Birth Rate : Models with Percent of Teens at Risk Served at
Title X Clinics in 1987 and Public Dollars Spent an Contraceptive Services per Waman at Risk in 1987
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Table 24 examines the influence of our pol icy -and dem~graphic measures on the white non-

marital teenpbirth rate when both primary family planruzig galicy measures are in the models . The

findings presented here are masily consistent witl~ analyses done with each family planning polic y

measure in the model separately . For example, the percent of the population that as Hispanic is a strong

predictor of iiighez 1990 out-of-wedlock birth rates among white teens, regardless of vc~hether or not th e

i985 birth rate is in the rnadel . Our base model also shows that the percent af teens at risk who ar e

served at Title X clinics has a sigr~if'icant positive impact on the non-marital birth rate, while the publi c

measure of expenditures on contraceptive services has a marginally sigzuficant negat~ve effect on th e

non-marital birth rate . However, once the 1985 nan-marital birth rate is contro~ied in the models, th e

percent of teens served has no significant relationship with the 1990 non-marital birth rate for white

teens . ~n the other hand, the measur~ of gublic dQllars spen~ now has a strong negative influence o n

the non-marital bzrth rate among white teens in 1990 . In fact, for every one hundred dollar increase

in public dollars spez~t on contraceptive services, our resu~ts predict a decline of 13 non-marital birth s

per 1000 white females aged 15 to 17 .

Aznong the other demographic and policy measures we examined, the percent fundamentalist an d

tlte white teen poverty rate predict lower out-of-wedlock birt4~ rates, while th~ average AFDC paymen t

zs related to higher non-marita~ birrh rates . Minors' access to abortion and public funding for abortion s

are not significantly related to 1990 teen non-rnarital birth rates, but state policy on pregnanc y

prevention programs is marginally related to hig~er non-marital birth rates among white teens .

In connparing the effeets of contextual, demographic anci po~icy measures on non-rnarital whit e

birth rates amang Z5 to 17 year olds in 1990 to the effects of these measures on birth rates among whit e

teens 1S to 19 in 1990, we note that sa~ne of the palicy measures have consistent effects, while othe r
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measures, mostly demagraphic variables, have impacts on total white teen birth rates at ages IS to 1 9

that are ` different from those observed for non-marital teen birth rates at ages 15 to 17 . Most

important~y, the measure of public dollars spent on contraceptive services has a significant negativ e

influence on both non-marital ar~d total b~rth rates for white te~ns . The n~agnitude of the effect of thi s

measure is similar for both outcomes ; that is, for every additional one hundred public dollars spent pe r

woman at risk, we predict a decrease in the white teen birth rate af about 1b births per 1000 teens, an d

a decrease iti the white non-marital teen birth rate of abaut 13 non-marital births per 1 ,000 white teens .

T'he prior birth rate, as expected, is the strongest predictor of both total teez~ birth rates and non-marita ~

teen birth rates in 1R90 among whites. Finally, the monthXy .AFDC payment predicts higber total teen

birth rates and hzgher out-of-wedlock teen birth rates for whites in 1990 .

One of the differences that emerges in our models is the effects of the percent af the papulatio n

that is fundamentalist ; the percent fundamentalist has a negative effect on non-marital birth raees among

younger white teens, as we would expect due to the strong discouragement of pre-rrxarital sex aznon g

fundamentalzst religions . However, the percent fundamentalist did not have a significant effect on tota l

teen birth rates amang whites ; this may reflect the greater likelihood of early marriages and chiidbearin g

among fundamentaiist populations . The percent of the papulation that is Hispanic predicts higher non-

marital birtYi rates among young wk~ite teens, but has no significant effect on w~i~e birth ra~es for al l

teens 15 to 19 . Minors' access to abortion has no effect on the total white teen birth rafe, but it ha s

a rnaxginal association with non-marital birth rates for 15 to 17 year o~ds ; this too is undersfiandable

since 15 to 1? year olds are the group affected by a restriction on access to abortion among minors .

Other demographic and context~al measures hac~ significant effects an white teen birth rates ,

vvhile having no significant relatianship to non marital rates among white teens . Far example, the
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femal.e labor force participation rafi~ and the violent crime rat~ predict -higher white teen birth rates and

the percent voting for president in 1988 predict lower white teen birth rates, but these measures do no t

significan#~y predict non-marital births among white teens ages 15 to 17 in 1990 .

Tables 25-27: Black Non-Marital Teen Birth Rates for 15 to 17 Year fllds in 199 ~

Table 25--Blacks IS-17, 1990 Non-Marital Birth Rate : ~Vlodels with Percent Qf Teens at Risk Served at
Title X Clinies in 1987

Table 25 ex .amines the effects of demographic measures and the percent of te~ns at risk serve d

at Tit~e X clinics on blaek non marital teen birth rates for 15 to 17 year olds in 199Q, paralleling Tab1 e

22 for white teens . Our base model (lb), presenting results before the 1985 black teen birth rate i s

controlled, sh~ws that our family planning policy measure has no signifieant impact on the 1990 out-of-

wedlock birth rate for black teens . Hovvever, both the female labor force participation rate and the

black teen poverry rate prediet higher non-marital black birth rates, and the vio~ent crune rate has a

marginal and positive impact on the non-rnarital birth rate arnong black t~ens in 1990 . The percent of

blacks who completed at least some college in a state has a marginally significant association with a

lower non-marital birth rate, but the remaining measures are not significan#~y associated vvith 1990 blac k

birth rates among unmarried teens .

After controlling for the 1985 btack teen birth rate, the p~rcent af teens at risk who are ser~ed

at Title X clinics is sti11 not significantly related to the ~990 non-marital birth rate . Both the percent

cornpleting some college and public funding for abortions significantiy predict lower teen non-marita ~

birth rates, while tlie percent voting fox president in 1988 has a significantly positive relationship to th e

non-marital black teen birth rate . In addition, tl~e viatent crime rate is marginally associated with higher

o~t-of-wedlock black birth rates . Neither the fernale labor force participation rate nor the poverty rat e
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is significant~y related to the non-marital teen birth rate once the 1985 teen b irt,h rate has been added

to the base model . Other than publie fi.~nding for abortiozis, nvne af the state palicy measure s

significantly predicts 1990 black non-marital teen birth rates .

Table 26- .-Blacks I 5-17, 1990 1Von-Marital Birth Rate : Models with Public Dollars Spent on
Contraceptive Services per Woman at Risk in 19& 7

In Table 26 we parallel aur analyses in Table 25, replacing the percent af teens at risk serve d

with the measure of public dollars spent on contraceptive services per waman at risk . In tl~e base

moclel, the arnount of public money spent on eontraceptive services per waman at risk in 1987 does no t

have a si.gnificaza.t effect on 1990 out-of-wedlvck black teen birth rates for I S to 17 year olds . However,

contextnal measures including the female labor force participation rate, the violent crirne rate, and the

black teen poverry rate all significantly predict higher 1990 birth rates for unmarried black teens whe n

the earlier birth rate is not includeii in the model . In addition, the percent of African Americans

completing at least some college ~as a marginaliy significant n~gative relationship with out-of-wedloc k

teen birth rates among African Americans in 1990 .

In models 10b through 16a, after controlling for the 1985 teen birth rate, we observe that no w

the female labar force participation zate, the poverty rate, az~d fhe violent crime rate axe no longe r

significantly related to the non-znariral teen birth rate for bl .acks . However, the percent cozx~pleting

some college is now a strong predictor of lower birth rates, and the percent voting for president i s

significantly associated with higher non marital birth rates . Public funding for abortions varies between

being marginall~ related and significantly related to lower 1990 teen non-rnarital birth rates . The ~ublic

doilars spent on eontracept ive services is rnarginally related to lower birth rates in some models, an.d

it is non-significant in other rn~odels .
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Tahle 27--Blacks IS-17, 1990 Non Marital Bir7h Rate : Madels with Percent of Teens at Risk Setved at
Title X Clinics in .1987 and Public Dollars Spent on Contraceptive Services per Wornan at Risk in 198 7

Simultaneous assessments of the ~wo available family planning measures are presented in Tabl e

27 . In Model 17b, our base model, neither family planning policy measure is significantly related t o

the black non-marital teen birth rate . The femaIe labor force participation rate and the teen poverty rate

are both signi£'icantly associated with higher birth rates, and the violent crime rate is marginally related

to higher birth rates . The percent of blacks who complete at Ieast some college is marginally relate d

to lower 1990 non-marital birth rates for black teens . Qnce the prior b~rth rate is controlled, the impact

of the f~male labor force participation rate and the poverty rate on the non-marital black teen birth rat e

disappears . The violent crin~e rate is stiIl rrxarginally associated with higher non-marital fer~ility, an d

the percent voting for president emerges as a significant predictor of higher nan -naarital biack birt h

rates . Public funding for abortions and the percent completing sorne college predict lower out-of-

wedlock birkh rates az~nnong black teens, and the public dollars spent on contraceptive services i s

marginally related to lower non-marital birth rates as well . None of tbe state policy rneasuxes on se x

education and pregnancy prevention are significantly related to 1990 black teen non-znarital birth rates .

Tl~e effects of the demographic and policy measur~s on the 1994 non-marital black teen birt h

rate are mostly consistent with the effects af these measures on the black teen birth rate (Tab1e b

summarizes these findin.gs). As was noted for white non-inarita.l and total teen birth rates, the stronges t

predictor af both i~lack birth rates is the 1985 black teen birth rate . The percent of blacks completin g

some college has a negative impact an non-marital and total teen birth rat~s faz blacks . The other

cansistent pattern that emerged was that the family planning policy variables failed to predict out-of-

wedlock or total teen births for blacks in 1990, although tota .~ funding predicts lower nan-marital fertiliry

arriong black females aged 15-17 at a marginal level of statistical significance .
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Table 28: White Bxrth Rates for ~0-24 Year Qlds in 199 0

Models 16-3a--Whites 20-24, I990 Birth Rate : Madels with Percent of Teens at Risk Served at Title X
Clinics in 1987

Our analyses up to this point have facussed on fe~tiliry outcomes for teens . Table 28 begins an

exarriination of the impact of contextual and family planning policy measures on fertility among wh~t e

wamen aged 20 to 24 .

The purpose of these analyses is, given the weal~ effects found of family plann ing services an~.

expenditures on the fertility of teenagers, to ~xplore whether these indicators of family planning

availability are associated with fertility rates among older women . While it would be greferable to

examine the rate of unptanned chitdbearing rather than total birth rates, state-1eve1 measures for suc h

a variable are noE available . Consequently we examine the birth rates by race for females 20 to 24 an d

15 to 44 .

Model lb serves as the base model in Table 28 ; we observe that the percent of teens at risk w~o

are served at Title X clinics (a proxy for service availability) is associated with higher birtk~ rates fo r

white women between the ag~s of 20 and 24 . In addition, the percent fundamentalist, the female labp r

force participation rate, the pe~tcent of whites with at least sorne coilege, and the percent beiow 100 %

of poverty are all significantly related ta higher birth rates prior ta controlling for 1985 birth rate s

among whites 20 to 24 years old . Minors' access to abortion predicts to lower birth rates far white 2 0

to 24 year olds in the base model, presumably as a reflection of the availability and acceptabiiiry o f

abortion in the state .

Models 2b and 3a show the results of our analyses after vcre control ~or 1485 white birth rates .

In Mode126 the percent teens served still significantly predicts lower birth rates among 20 to 24 yea r

olds, but in Model 3a, the statistical significance of this relationship dimir~ishes (p C .10} . Other
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measures also have a~eaker association with birth rates fox white women . The relatianship between

the proportion of the white population wzth a college education and the birth rate is marginall y

significant and negative, the opposite of what it was in Model lb . The percent fiindamentalist i s

signi~cantly related to higher vvhite birth rat~s in Model2b, but has a weaker effect in Modei 3a ; publi c

funding for abortions az~d average AFDC payrnents are also marginally related to higher birth rates .

After controlling for the 1985 birth rate, the percent voting for president is related to lower birt[Z rate s

among 20 to 24 year ald white women .

Models 4b-6a--Whites 20-24, 1990 Birth Rate: 111odels with Public Dollars Spent on Cantraceptive
Services per Woman at Risk in 1987

Pu.blic expenditures on contraceptive services, unlike our first farriily pIanning poIicy measure ,

have no significant impact on birth rates for 20 to 2 ~4 year old white women. Even before the 1985

birth rate is controlled for (see Model 4b), public dollars spent an cantrace~tive services arnong wornen

at risk are not significantly related to the 1. 990 b i~rtk~ xate for 20 to 24 year old whites . The percent of

the population that is fundamentalist, the percent of whites who have completed at least same college ,

and the incidence of paverty among youth, on the other hand, are a11 significantly associated with highe r

white birth rates . The female labor force participation rate is marginally related to higher rates, whil e

minors' access to abortion is rnarginalty associated with lower birth rates . Onee prior birth rates are

controlled, however, many of the associations observed in the base model disappear . The percent

fundamentalist, the female labor force participation rate, incidence of poverty among youth, and minors '

access to abortion are no longer assaciated with the birth rate . The pereent graduating college remains

significant, but now demonstrates a negative impact on white birth rates ; prior to controlI#ng for th e

1985 birth rate, it was associated with higher birth rates . The percent vo#ing far president, which wa s
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not s ignificantly related to the white birtb rate in the base model, shows a significant assaciatian with

Iower w~ite birth rates . The average AFDC payrnent is ~rz~azginally related to a higher white birth rate,

and public funding for abortians is signzficantly associated with higher birth rates among white women

in their early 20s .

1Vfodels 7b-9a-~Whites 20-24, 199Q Birth Rate : Models with Percent af T'eens at Risk Served at Tit1e X
Clinics in I987 and Public Dollars Spent on ContYaceptive Set-vices per Woman at Risk in 198 7

Models 7b, 8b and 9a examine the sirnultaneous influence of the two family ~lanning polic y

variables on birth rates for young white women. Model 7b serves as the base model, prior t o

controlling for 1985 birth rates; Models Sb and 9a control for the p~~or birth rate . 5everal contextua l

measures show a signifzcant influenc~ on birth rates for white wamen in aur base model . The percer~t

of teens served at Ti~Ie X clinics and the percent fundarnentalist are significantly associated with highe r

whzte birth rates, both before and after controlling far earlier birth rates . The fezx~ale labox f~rce

participation rate is significantly related to higher white birth rates in the base modei, but once the 19$ S

birth rate is controlled for, it becomes only marginally significant in Model 9a and not significant at al l

in Model 8b. The percent af whites receiving at least some college education is associated with a highe r

birth rate before t .he 1985 birth rate is in the madel ; after the earlier birth rate is controlled for, the

pereent completing sorne col~ege shows a significant negative impact an birth rates arn . ong young white

women . In our base madel , the percent voting for pre s ident is not s~gz~i.f'~cantly related to the white

birth rate, but after controlling for 19$5 white birth rates the percent voting for president in 198 8

signi~cant~y predicts lower white birth rates . The teen poverty rate is positively and significantly

related to white birth rates in the base model, but after controlling for 1985 birtl~ rates the poverty xat e

is no longer a significant predictor of 1990 birth rates for white women 20 ta 24. The average AFDC
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payment is marginally associated with higher bixth rates in Model 7b, and significantXy related to highe r

hirth rates in Model 8b . Public funding for abortions is alsa associated with higher I990 birth rates ,

even after controlling for prior birth rates . The public dollars spent on contraceptive services is no t

significantly associated with 1990 white birth rates for 20 to 24 year olds .

Table 29: Slack Birth Rates for 20-2~ Year Olds in 199~

Models Ib-3b--Blacks 20-24, 1990 Birth Rate : Models with Percent af Teens at Risk Served at Title X
Clinics in 19$7

Table 29 examines the same r~nodels for black women 20 to 24 . Models lb through 3b asses s

the impact of teen service utilization on the fertiliry of black women . In Mode1 lb, grior to contro~ling

for 1985 birth t~ates, the percent of teens served zs not significantly related ~o black birth rates; the

female labor force participation rate significant~y predicts higher black birth rates, and the teen pov~rt y

rate is marginally related to higher birth rates among young African American women . Overall the

model does not predict well to ~990 birth rates for black wornen 20 ta 24 . Oz~ce 1985 birth rates are

controlled for, the percent teens served sti~l has na ef~ect an birth rates ; however, the percent of black~

with at least some college predicts lower birth rates among black women in tY~eir early twenties . Also,

minars' unrestricted access to abortion, and public funding for abortions, as measures of abortion

availability, both demonstrate a negative association with black birth rates. The femal~ labor farce

participation rate is significantly related to a higher birth rate in Model 2b, but in Model 3b it does not

s ignificantly p aredict 1990 b irth t~ ates for black wamen 20 to 24 .

. , ~.
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Models 4b-6b--Blacks 20-24, 1990 Birth Rate : Models with Public Doltars Spent on Contraceptive
Sej-vices per Woman at Risk in 1987

Models 4b through 6b present parallel assessments with public expenditures for contraceptiv e

services . The base model (4b) does not significantly predict the 1990 birth rate for blacks 20 to 24

years of age. The on~y rneasure which is sig~uif'xcantly related to the birth rate is the female labor forc e

participatian rate ; higher participation in the labor force is associated with higher black birth rates . The

poverty rate is marginally associated with higher black birth rates, with p C .10 .

After the prior birth rate is controlled for, th~ rnodels overall (Models Sb and 6b) do significantly

predict the f 990 birth rate among young black worzien . The percent of blacks completing at least some

college and public funding for abortion are bath significantly related to lower birth rates, whxle minors '

access to abartion is marginally related to lower birth rates . The percent voting for president in 198 8

is marginally associated with higher birth rates in Mode1 Sb, and reaches statistical significance in

Madel 6b . The labor force participation rate significantly predicts higher black birth rates in Model Sb ,

but after controlling for the prior birrh rate, it is not significantly related to the biack birth rate (Mode l

6b). The amount of public dallars spent on contraceptive services has no significant association witli

the 199~ black birth rate for 2Q to 24 year olds .

Models 7b-9b-Blacks 20-24, 1990 Birth Rate : Models with Percent of Teens at Risk Served at Title X
Clinics in I987 and Public Dallars Spent on Contraceptive Services per Woman at Risk in 198 7

In Models 7b through 9b we examine the reiative impact of each family plazua.ing policy measure

on the black birth rate for 2~ to 2A~ year olds . In general, neither family plazaning policy measure i s

significaz3xly associated with the 1990 black birth rate, either before or after contralling for 1985 rates ,

rn fact, the base model c~oes not signif 'icant~y predict 1990 biack birth rates . On the other hand, in later

rnodels ~Nlodels Sb and 9b) where we co~trol for prior birth rates, the models do significantl~ predic t
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199Q birth rates for young black women. For example, the female labor force participation rate is

associated vc~ith a higher b~ack birth rate when earli~r birth rates are not controlled ; but once the prior

birth rate is in the rnodel , the labor force partic ipation rate i.s significantly related to higher b1ac1~ birth

rates {Model 8b), but unrelated to the black birth rate in Model 9b, where the incidez~ce of AFD C

receipt and public funding for abortions are controlled . The percent completing some callege, minors '

access to abor~ion and public funding for abortions show a negative association with birth rates after

controlling for 1985 birth rat~s ; al~ of these measures were unrelated to the outcome in the base model .

The average AFDC pay~nent is not significantly associated with birth rates for b~ack 20 to 24 year old s

in 1990 .

Tabte 30: Wh~te Birth Rates for 15-44 Year Olds in 1990

1Vlodels lb-3a--Whites 15-44, 1990 Birth Rate : Models with Percent of Teens at Risk Served at Title X
Clinics in I987

Tabtes 30 and 31 present findings of multivariate models assessing the impact of family plannin g

and c~ntextual measures on the birth rates for all women of reproductive age for whites and black s

respectively . Again, these models were estimated ta check and confirm the generality of the results for

teenagers .

VVe note in Model lb {Table 3d), before controlling for the 1985 white birth rate, that the

percent Hispanic, the percent fundamentalist, and the average monthly AFDC payrnent are al l

significantty related to higher white birth rates, while minors' access to abortion, a proxy for abartion

availability, szgnificantly predicts lower birth rates among white wornen . The percent af teens served

at Tit~e X elinics, as expected, is unrelated to the birth rate for women aged 15 to 44 . The remaining

measures have no assaciation with the ~990 white birth rate in the base model . After controiling for
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19$5 birth rates, the percent Hispanic is still significantly related to higher birth rates for white women,

but the percent fundamentalist is only marginally related to highex birth rates in Model 2b, and is not

significantly related to the white birth rate in Model 3a . Minors' access to abortion is no longer

s~gzuficantly related to the birth rate, but the average AFDC payment and public funding for abartions

are carrelated with higher 1990 birth rates among white vvomen af reproductive age .

Models 4b-6a--Whites 15-44, 1990 Birth Rate : Models with Fublic Doltars Spent on Contraceptive
Seruices per Woman at Risk in 1987

Models 4b , Sb and 6a anal yze the as sociataan of public expenditures for contracep tive serv ices

among women at risk on the b irth rates of wka ite women . In Model4b (the base model} the percent

Hispanic , the percent fundamentalist , and the average AFDC payment are , again , s ignificantly ~ related

to higher birth rates , while minors ' access to abortifln is marginally associated with lower birth rates .

The public dollars s~ent on contraceptive services has z~o significant association with white birth rates .

After contr~lling for priar birth rates (Models Sb and 6a), tl~e percent Hispanic and the average

AFDC payment remain significantly associated with higher white birth rates . The percent

fundaznentalist is marginally related to higher birth rates among white women in Model Sb, but its

impact disappears in Model 6a . For reasons that are not clear, pul~lic £unding for abortions is

signifieantly related to higher birth rates, but the family planning policy measure is nnrelated to th e

199Q white b'srth rate .
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Modeis 7b-9a--LVhites 15-44, X990 B irth- Rate : Models with Percent of Teens at Risk Served at Title X
Clinics in 1987 and Public ~ollars Spent on Cantraceptive Serv ices per War►zan at Risk in I987

Not surprisingly, the family planning policy measures we analyze show no significan t

relationship with the birth rate for wamen ages 15 to 44, either ~efore or after controlling for birth rate s

in 1985 . The percent of the popularian .that is Hispanic and the average monthly AFI3C payment ar e

related to higher white birth rates, both before and after 1985 birth rates are ir~ the model . Ot.her

factars fail to show similarly consistent effects . For instance, the percent of the population that i s

fundarnentalist is strongly associated with higher white birth rates, until the prior birth rate is controlled ;

the percent fundamentalist is marginally significant in Model 8b, and not at all significant in Model 9a .

Minors' access to abortion is marginally associated with birth rates far white women before controllin g

for 19$5 rates ; after 1985 birth rates are controlled, minors' access to abortion is unrelated to the whit e

birth rate . As nated in the other models in Table 30, publzc funding far abortion is a significant

correlate of higher birth rates among white women. Since most white women over age 2~ have acces s

to private services, the lack of association between public funding and the overall white birth xate i s

unstuprasing .

Table 31: Black Birth Rates for 15-44 Year Olds in 1990

Models Ib-3b--Blacks IS-44, 1990 Birth Rate : Models with Percent Q~'Teens a~ 12isk Served at Titde X
Clinics in 1987

Table 31 presents similar models for black women aged 15 to 44 . In Model 1b, prior to

cont~oll ing for the 1985 birth rate for black women 15 to 44 ~ , the percent of t~ens at risk who are serve d

at Title X ciinics is rnarginally related to lower black birth rates, while the percent of teens l~elow th e

poverty line and the female labar force participation rate are significantly associated with higher biztl ~
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rates for blacks . T'he average AFDC payment is rnarginally related to higher birt~ rates, while minors '

access to abortion is not significantly related to birth rates for black women .

After controlling for the 1985 black birth rate, the percent af blacks with at least some college

is strongly associated with lower black birth rates, while the female labor force parkicipation rate i s

strongly associated with higher birth rates among black wamen . The percent of the population that is

African American is unrelated to the black bxrth rate in Mode1 2b, but is significantly related to lowe r

birth rates in Model 3b, when the incid~nce of AFDC receipt and public funding for abortion ar e

considered. The violent crime rate has a marginat association with higher black birth rates in Made l

2b, and a significantly positive relationship ta black birth rates in Model 3b . The poverty rate is

significandy associated wiEh higher birth rates for blacks in model Zb, but unrelated to the black birt h

rate in Model 3b . The average AFDC payment predicts to higber birth rates among black women o f

reproductive age, wh~le minors' a~cess to abortion predicts lower black birth rates in 1990 ; public

funding for abortion is not significantly related to the black birth rate . The percent of teens at risk who .

were searved in 19$7, as a proxy for the availability o~F family planning services, is significantly

associated with lower black birth zates in Model 2b, and marginally related to lower birth rates for b~ac k

women in Madel 3b .

Models 4b-6b--Blacks IS-44, 199Q Birth Rate : Models with Public Dollars Spent on Contraceptive
Seruiees per WoJnan at Risk in 1987

The amount of public dollars spent on contraceptive se~vices pe~r woman at risk is no t

significantly related to 1990 black birth rates , e ither before or after controlling for birth rates in 1985 .

The female labor force participation rate, on the other hand, is strongly related to higher black birth

rates, both before and after controiling for prior birth patterns . The percent of blacks completing at
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least some callege is not related to the black birth rate, except in the presence of the 1985 birth rate ,

after which the measure e~ibits a strong negative relationship with black birth rates . Similarly, the

violent crizne rate is not associated with birth rates for African American . wQrnen when the 1985 birth

rate is not in the model ; once the prior bizth rate is controlled for, the violent crirne rate demonstrate s

a positive effect on black birth rates in 199Q . The poverty rate is reIated to higher birth rates ~vhet~e r

or not the prior birth rate is in the model (see Model 4b and Mode~ Sb) . Hawever, in Mode~ 6b, the

poverry rate fails to demonstrate a significant effect on the ] 990 black biztl~ rate . It may be that the

measure of the percent of households receiving AFDC is very s imi.lar to the measure vf the poverty

rate, so that when assessed simultaneously, the two measures may cancel each other's effects out . The

average AFDC payrnEnt is marginatly related to higher black birth rates in the base model (4b) an d

significantly associated wzth higher birth rates arnong black women in Madel Sb, while minors' acces s

to abortion is marginally related to lowear black birth rates after controlling for 1985 hirths . Public

fiuzding far abortions is not signif'icantly related to 1990 birth rates for 15 to 44 year old black women .

Models 7fi-9b--Blacks IS-44, I930 Birth Rate : Nlodels with Percent of Teens at Risk Served at Title X
Clinics in 1987 and Public Dollars Spent on Contraceptive Serviees per Woman at Risk in 198 7

The percent of teens at risk who were served at Title X clinics in 1987, as a proxy for th e

avaiiability of family planning services, is marginally related to lower birth rates among black wome n

in 1990 (Model 7b), regardless of whether 1985 births rates are controlled . The female labar force

participatioa rate and percent of b~ack teens below 1Q0% of poverty are both significaut~y associate d

witla higher 1990 black birth rates in the base nnodel ; the average AFDC payment is marginally

associated with higher birth rates among black women as we11 . Neither minors' access to abortion nor

the pubiic money spent on contraceptive services is reiated to 1990 black birth rates .
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Models Sb and 9b show r~sults after the 1985 birth rate has been taken into account . In the

presence'of 1985 birth rates, the female labor force partic ipation rate remains strongly associated with

l~igher birth rates for black women, and the poverty ~ate significan~ly predicts higher blaek birth rate s

(Mode1 $b) . The poverty rate, however, is unrelated to the black birth rate in Model 9b, where the

incidence of AFDC receipt is control~ed . Sirr~ilarly, the perc~nt of teens at risk who were served i s

marginally associated with lower black birth rates ~n Model $b, but has no significant relationship t p

the birth rate for black women zn Model 9b . The percent of blacks comp2eting at least sozz~e college ,

which was nat significan~ly related to the black birth rate in the base model, is again strongly related

to lower birth rates for blacks after controlling for earlier birth rates . The violent crime rate is

marginally associated with the birth rate in Model 8b, but increases in strength in Model 9b . The

iypical AFDC payment is alsa associated with higher E~lacl~ birth rates, while minors' access to abortio n

is marginally related to lower birth rates for b~acks . Stat~ f~inding for abortions is not significantly

related to the i994 birth rate among btack women of reproductive age .

Table 32; Percent of Teen Pregnancies Ending in Non-Marital Births in 198 8

~ur last set of analyses examine the effects of family policy and contexteial measures on thre e

fertility related outcomes for teens in 1488 : the ~ercent of teen pregnancies ending in non-marital

births, the perceni of teen pregnancies ending in any birkh, and the percent of teen pregnancies ending

in abortio~s . A review of Tab1e 32 indicates that the family planning policy measures available to u s

have no substantial assoc ia.tion with the praportion of pregnancies that result in non-mar ital births . The

effects of some of the contextual and policy measures differ depending on cantrols for earlier fertilii y

patterns, while others maintain the same effects regardiess of t1~is contrQl . For exam~le, pu~lic funding
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for abortions has a strong negative reiationship with the percent of teen pregnancies resulting in non-

marital births , both before and after contralling for ~. 985 birth. rates . Similarly , th~ percent of the

population tllat ~s African American and the percent of teens below l0a% af the pov~rty Iine are bot h

significantly and gositively associated with the percent of teen pregnancies resul~ing in non-rnarital births

in al1 of the models in Table 32 . On the other hand, the p~rcent who voted for president is only

marginally associated with a higher percentage of teen pz~egnancies ending in non-marital births in the

base model; in subsequent models it demonstrates a significant positive relationship to the percent o f

teen pregnancies resul~ing in out-of-wedlock births . It is also important to note that the amount o f

AFDC payments has no significant irnpact on the percent of teen pregz~ancies resulting in non-marita t

births .

Table 33: Pereent of Teen Pregnancies Ending in a Birth ixa . 19$$

Models assessing the impact of family planning and conte~tual measures on the per~ent ~of teen

pregnancies ending ir~ a birth are presented in Table 33 . In models where the birth rate in 1985 is no t

controlled, public funding for abortions is significan~ly and negatively related to the percent of tee n

pregnanc ies ending in a birth ; tha.t is, in states where there is some funding for abortions, a teen is more

likely to terminate a pregnancy with an abartion . The percent af a state's populatian that i s

fundamentalist i~n 19$0 also contributes to a higher percent of teen pregnancies ending in a birth in th e

base models , probably b~cause rnost fundannentalist religions disapprove of abortion . The percent of

women unemployed in 1987 and the teen poverty rate are also significant~y and positively related to th e

likelahaod of pregnancies resulting in births in the base models, while the vialent cr~me rate in 198$ i s
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negatively related to the percent of teen pregnancies ending in a birth . Neither of the fami~y planning

policy variables have any significant effect on the percent of teen pregnancies ending in births .

After controlling for the prior birth rate in 1985, public fizndir~g for abortions still has a negativ e

associatzon with the percent of pregnancies ending in a birth . That is, in states where there is some

public funding for abortion, teens are less likely to carry their pregnancies to term . The percent of a

population that is fundainentalist has a much srnaller effect on the pregnancy outcome than in the bas e

models, although its impact is still positive and margxnally significant . The percent of the population

that is Hispanic and the percent African American now have significant and negative effects on th e

percent of teen pregnancies ending in births . The percent in the state who cast a vote far president in

1958 is pos itively re lated to teen pregnancies ending in births, an.d the unemployment rate is only

marginally related to higher percentages of pregnancies ending in births (in Model 6a it is no t

significant, in Model 6b and 6c p C .10) . Once we control for prior birth rates, the pover~y rate an d

violent crime rate no longer significantly influence the percent of pregnancies ending in a birth . Neither

AFDC payments nor family planning policy are significantly related to this pregnancy outcome .

Table 34: Percent af Teen Pregnaneies Ending in an Abortion in 198 8

In Table 34 we examine the effects of family planning and abortion policy, services, and

contextual measures on the ~ercent af teen pregnancies ending in an abortion . In the base models (la ,

lb and 2a) , before cnntralling for the abortion rate in 1985 , the percent of the popuiation that is

fundamentalist and the percent of women who are uneznplayed both have significant negative effects o n

the percent of teen pregnancies that result in abortions . That is, states with high percentages of

fundamentalists and high female unemployment rates are likely to have teens that do not terminate thei r
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pregnancies . AFDC payments have a marginally significant, positive ~ffect on the percent of teen

pregnancies ending in abortzons . After addin.g a measure assessing whether the state provided publ ic

funding for abortion in the model, the percent of teens below the poverty level also has a significan t

negative effect on the outcome. The coefficient for AFDC payments becomes smali and non-signi~icant .

Public funding for abortions, net of the other factors, is signif cantly and positively related to th e

percent of teen gregnancies that end in abortion . Neither fami]y planning policy variable has a

significazrt impact on the percent of pregnancies ending in abortion among teens .

The patterns just described do not change drastically after controlling for the 1985 abortion rate .

The percent fund~mentalist and the percent women unemployed are sti11 associated with a decrease d

percent of teen pregnancies ending in abortions. AFDC payments have no significant effect on tlie

outcozzze, and public funding for abortions is now marginally related (p < .10) to the outcome.

Controlling for abortion funding has the same effect on the poverty coefficient ; poverty beco~z~es

negatively associated (p < .10) with the outcome only aftez abortion funding is in the model . Family

planning xneasures have no effect on the pezcent of teen pregnancies that end in abortions .
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CHAPTER 4 : SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

INTR~DiTCTION

Many changes occurred in the United States during the 1980s . One of these changes -- an increase

in the teenage birth rate -- was quite unexpected and l~as be~n a source of concern both ta the public a .nd to

policy makers at the state as we11 as the Federal level . U . S . teen b irth rates are substantially higher than in

other eomparab~e industrialized democracies, where rates range from about 8 in the Neth~rlands and 13 i n

Sweden to 33 in Great Britain (see Figure 7) . There is also considerabl~ ~ariation in the birth rate acxoss

the states in the United States, albeit across a higher range of rates . In 199Q, for exanaple, rates ranged fra m

Figure 7

Birth Itates to Teens Aged 15 - 19, 199 Q
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34 in New Hampsl~re and 36 in Nvrth Dakota and Minnesata, ta 82 in Mississippi and 80 in Arkansas . One

might ask why U . S . hir~h rates amang teens are so much higher than teen birth rates in other countries? In

this study , we address a different t~uestion, however. Specifically, what factors are associated with th i s
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e~rtensive variation across states in rates of teen fertility? In particular, are there policy variables that predic t

lower or ~ higher state birth rates?

To examine the dif~erences in birth rates across the states in the United ~tates, we have es~imate d

multaple regression models on a series o£measures of teen fertility, inciuding the birth rate (births ~er 1,00 0

females in a state) among teens, the non-marital birth rate (births outside of marriage per 1,000 £emales i n

a stat~) among tee~zs , the teen pregnancy rate (births plus abort ions, per 1,000 fezna ,les in a state), and the

teen abortion rate (abartions per ~,000 females in a state} . We alsa explored the percent of pregnancie s

ending in a non-maritat birth, the percent of all pregnancies ending in a live birth and the percent of

pregnancies ending in an abortiQn. 14 Included in these regressions were not only measures of ~ublic policy,

such as fiYnding for contraception and abortian, but numerous measures of ~he social and econami c

characteristics of the states, included ta contral for the substant ial contextual variation acrass ~tates .

V~hile the pattern of results is very complex, we do find that several policy variabies have effect s

on fertility among teens . Funding far eontraceptive services is related to lovver teen birth rates among whi~ e

teens and lower r~on-n~az'ital childbearing among teens 15 to 17 . We also find abortion funding associate d

with a higl~er rate of abortion, a higher pregnancy rate, a higlaer propartion of pregiancies ending i n

abortion, a lower proportion of pregnancies ending in non-marital birth, and a lower non-marital birth rat e

among black teens . W~ alsfl find higher AFDC benefit levels to be associated with a higher birth rate among

white teens but not black teens . These a.nalyses are reported in detail in Chapter 3 and are suzz~m ~arized in

Table 35 .

~ 4In Chap ter 3 , we also report results for women 2~-24 and 1 5-44 in 1 990 , and for teens 15-1 4 in the ye a r

1 980 . Here we concentrate on results for teenagers in the years 1 988 and 19 9 0 .
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TABLE 35 : SUN[MARY UF REGRESSION RESULTS ~

VARiABLE NAMIE Whitc Hlack White Black Teen Teen °/a Teen °fo Teen
AND Birth Rate Birth Rate Non-Maritai Non-Mazital Pregnancy Aborpon Pregnancies Pregnancies

p~SCRIPTION 15-39 1990 IS-19 1990 Birth [Zate 8irth Rate Rate 1988 Rate Ending in Ending i n
Table 3 Table fi 15-17 1940 15-17 1990 Table 9 i988 Non-Marital Abortion,

Tak~le 24 Table 27 Ta61e 12 Births, 1988 1988
Tabfe 32 TabEe 34

°lo tEenS at risk $ 0 0 4 ~ 0 0 0
served at Title X in
1987

Publlc dollars spent ~l 0 J1 1 0 D 0 0
on contraceptive
services per woman

at risk ir~ 198 7

Minors' access to 4 0 0 D 0 0 -- p
abortion, 1989/198 7

Any public funding 0 1 0 u t ~ {l 1
for aboaions in •
1990/198??(1=yes)

WhitelBlaelJfotal i~ $ 11 i~ -- -- 0 --
Birth Rates for l5-
19 yeaz oids, I985

Total Pregnancy -- - -- -- ~ -- -- --
Rate for 15-19 year
olds, 1985

Total Abortion Rate - -- -- -- -- h ._ ~

for 15-19 year olds,
1985

% population 0 -- fr - 0 0 0 0
Hispanic in 199 0

%popvlation -- 0 -- 0 Q 0 $ 0

A~rican American i n
1990

% population 0 0 ~1 0 0 0 t ~
fundamentalist i n
1490

Female labor force 4 if 0 0 -- -- -- _
participation rate ,

1989

% women - -- -- -- 11 t 0 1~
unemployed 198 7

% men unemployed -- -- -- -- -_ p _ __
198 7

Propor~ion of p ~ 0 ~l -- -- -- _
whites/blacks with
ai least I year of
college, 149 Q

Note: 11 and ~1 denate resuits that are statisticaily significant at the .OS level; f and 1 denote resulks that are of marginal significance at
the .101eve[. -- denotes variables not included in a pazticular modeE. ~



The an.alyses presented in the previous chapter do not tell a simple and straigh tforward story . To

summarize the results as simply as passible, we ~epict a representative sub-set af the models described i n

Chapter 3 in a single table (see Table 35) . In each case, we present results from models that include bot h

measures of family planning availability ; these measuzes are : the percent of tEens at risk of unintended

pregnancy in 1987 served at a clinic that received funds through Title X af the Public Health Services Act ,

and a measure of public dollars spent on contraceptive services per woman at risk , also in 1 987 . In addition ,

aZl models include a measure of abortion policy and a contral for prior fe~til ity in the state .

In Table 35, the dependent variables measuring aspects of teen fertility are listed across the top, an d

the independent variables included as predictors of teen fertility are arrayed along the side . Thus, each

column in Tab]e 35 summarizes the results of a regression equation . For example, the first column heading

is "White Birth Rate, 15-19, 1990 .° In tl~e column belnw this heading, the factors included in regr~ssio n

models as predictars of the white teen birth rate are listed, along with the direction af any effects that wer e

statistically significant predictors of the white teen birth rate .

The independent variables that were included in the var~ous segressians are listed in the column o n

the far left, for example, the "% teens at risk served at Title X in 1987 . "

Each cell in Table 35 depicts the e$~ect of that independent variable on the dependent variable in that

column. If a variable was not included in a particular model, a dash is shown . If the variable was included ,

but it had no effect an the dependent variable, a zero is shown. If the variable ha.d a positive ef£ect, an arro w

pointing upward is shown. S imilarly, a downward pointing arrow indicates a negative effect of the variable .

Below we describe the effects of each independent variable vn the set of dependent variables .
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SUMMARY OF RESi7LTS

Percent teens at ri~k served at Title X in 1987 . As reported in detail in Chapter 3, in virtuall y

every regression rnodel, before cantrolling for prior birth rates, the propartion of teens at risk of unintende d

pregnancy who were served at a clinic funded by Title X of the Public Health Service Act was found ta b e

positively associated with teen fertil ity several years later in 1990 . This is what one wauId e~pect if clinics

are located in areas where the need is greater . When a measure of the prior birth rate is controlled , however,

this association vanishes in every model except far one ; a higher proportion of teens served continued t o

be associated with a higher birth rate among white teens . The importance of this single association i s

undermined, though, by the fact that the proportion of teens served is unrelated to the_white non-rnarital ~ee n

birth rate . It seems unlikely that this variable should predict a higher total bir ~h rate among white teens , but

be unrelated to the non-marital birth rate among white teens . For every other fertility outcome, the

proportinn of teens served is unrelated to adolescent fertility . Thus we conclude that overall the propartion

of teens at risk wha are served in Title X cIinics ~as little effect on teen fertility several yeaxs later, net o f

other characteristics of states .

Pu~lic dollars spent on cantrace p tive services per woman at risk in i9$7. The measure of public

funding for contraception, on the other hand, predicts lower teen birth rates in three of £our birth rate

models . Specifically, it predicts lower non-maxital birth ratas arnong young white and young black teens ,

and it predicts a lower white teen birth rate . However, it has na association with the black teen birth rat e

or with the pregnancy rate for a11 teens . In addition, among teens experiencing pregnancy, funding fo r

c4ntraception is, as ane would expect, unrelated to the proportions in a state selecting any given ~regnanc y

resolution ( i . e . percent of pregnancies ending in a birt~ or az~ abortion) .
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TABLE 35: SUMMARY OF R~GRESSION RESLT LTS ~

VAi21ABLE NAME White 81ack Whi te Black Teen Teen % Teen % Teen
AND Birth Rate B i rth Rate Non-Marital Non-M azitak Pregnancy Abortian 4 regnancies Pregna s icie s

DESC RI PTION 15-19 1990 I S-I9 1990 B irth Rate B irth Rare Rate 1988 Rate End in g in Ending in
Table 3 Table 6 15-17 199o 15-17 I990 Table 9 1988 Non-Marital Abonian,

Tabie 24 Tahle Z7 Table 12 6'srths, I488 198 6
Tabte 32 Table 34

°/a graduated high -- -- -- - 0 0 0 0
schoo1,199 0

% oast vo te for 1~ 0 0 R 0 0 1~ 0
Presidentin 198 8

Violem crime rate in ih 0 0 i fi r 0 0
198 8

°fo white/blacklall 0 o ~ 0 - - t ~
teens be low 1d0%
poverty,1989

Average annuai pay -- -- - -- 0 D -- --

in i987

% of househalds D 0 a 0 -- -- -- --
receiving AFDC ,
i9$8

Typic3l AFDC t 0 i 0 0 0 0 0
paym ent fos Family
of 3 i n 1989/1987

9tate policy fQr Q 0 ~ 0 0 -- -- --
pregnanc y
prevention
educauon in schoot s

5cale of pregnancy ~ 0 0 0 0 -- -- _
preventio n
e d ucat io n + poE i cy
on AIDS & 5TA
educateo n

State fund schoo3- 0 0 0 Q 0 -- - __
based cli nics in
1988?(i=Ye51

5tate have 0 0 r 0 u -- -- __

coocdinate d

pregnancy
prevent i on prosram

in ]990J1485 ?

Note : n and ~ denote resuits that are statisticaily s i gnificant at the . OS level ; ~ arid 1 denote results that aze of marg inai significac~ce at
the . I O level . -- denotes variables not included in a particular model .



Minors ' access to abortion , 1989/1987 . State laws restricting the availability af abortion to mino r

adolescents were not faund to he reIated to teen birth rates , to abortion rates, or to pregnancy resolution .

Publie funding for abortions in 199U/1987. Unlike restrictive laws, funding for abortion is related

to numerous measures of adolescent fertility . The availability o£ public funding for abortion is associated

with a lawer birth rate among black teens, with a lawer non-marital birth rate among young black teens,

with a hig~ez teen ~regnancy rate, and with a higher teen abortian rate . Public fuz~ding is also related ~o a

higher proportion af psegnancies ending in abortion anti a lawer propartion ending in non-marital birth .

Bir th rates foe l.S -29 year old s, 1985. Priar fertili#~r is included to control for the tendency to ~ocat e

serv~ces in areas that have had high rates of teen fert ility . As reported throughouz Chapter 3, prior fertility

is indeed a critical control variable : when this measure is included, the positive assaciation hetween

services pravided and the teen birth rate becomes non-significant in nearly every model . The prior teen

birth rate in a state is the strongest and most consistent predictor of the 1990 birth rate zn a state . States with

relat ively high b irth rates in the mid-1980s retained their relative pos ition in the late 1984s .

Total pregnancy rate for 15-19 year olds , 1985. Th is variable is included as a control variable i n

the analysis af pregnancy rates , for th~ satne reason that we control 1Far the prior b irth rate in analyses of'teen

birth rates ; that is, to control for the fact that services to prevent teen pregnancy are iagically located in area s

with higher pregnancy rates . Therefore, one wauld e~ect a pasitive assaciation between s~rvices and

pregnancy rates, unless the level of pregnancy in an earlier year is statistically controlled . The most recent

year for which pregnancy data are available is 1988 , and we control for the pr~or pregnancy rate in 19SS .
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Because race-sgecific data are not a ~vailable for every state , the total pregnancy rate is calculated for all

race/ethnicity groups combined . This measure of the pzior pregnancy rate is strongly predictive of the

current pregnancy rate .

Total abortion rate for 15-19 year olds, 1985 . The ~riar level of abortion in each state, for all

races combined, is cnntrolled in analyses in which abortion is the dependent variable . The prior abortion

rate is, as one would exgect, strongly predictive of the current abortion rate . In addition, the prior abortion

rate is strongly predictive of the praportion af teen pregnancies that ternunate in abortion as opposed to

birth.

Percent population Hispanic in 1990 . In the vital statistics system, Hispanic ethnicity is

distinguished from race, and more than 90 percent of all Hispanics are defined to be white . ~'hus, data on

births to whites include most Hispanic births . Nevertheless, the fertility patterns of Hispanic youth differ

from tiaose of non-Hispanic wtutes, and a variable was included in analyses of white teens to control for thi s

fact . In the analysis of the white teen birth rate , this variable predicts to a higher white rate , but the

assaciation falIs from significance when the pr ior birth rate is controlled . However, it remains sta~istical~y

significant in the analysis of the non-maxital birth rate arr~ong 15 to 17 year ald whites , with a higher

proportion of Hispanics pre~icting a higher non-marital birth rate .
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Percent population Africa~ American in X 990 , States vary substantially in the proportion of ti~ e

state population that is African American; however, this variation has no effect on birth rates that are race-

specific . The proportion of pregnancies ending in non-mariYal births, which is calculated for teens of al l

racas, however, is strongly related to the proportion of persons zn a state wk~o are African American .

Percent Population Fundamentaii st in 1990 . The proportion. of the state population that i s

affiliated with a funda .mentalist faith is, as expected, not related to a Iower teen birth rate but related ta a

lower rate of non-marital childbearing among young white teens . A greater propoRion fundam~entalist also

predic~s to a lower proportion of pregnancies ending in a non-marital birth and a lower proportion endin g

in abortion .

Female Labor Force Participation Rate, 1989. Th is rneasure vrras inc luded in analyses of the teen

hirth rate an.d th.e non-maz-ital birth rate arnong young teens . A higher rate o~participation in the labar forc e

among women is significantly related to higher rates of teenage childbearing among both white and black

teens; however, it is unreiated to rates of non-rnarital childbearing .

Perce~t women un employed, 1987. Since pregnancy could only be assessed in 1988, and Census

data were not available to incl~de as control variables, the measure of labor fQrce participation included i n

these models diff'ers from the measure included in regressions on the 1990 birth rate . We find that a highe r

rate of unernployment among women predicts to a lower teen pregnancy rate . On the other hand, a higher

rate of female unemployznent in a state predicts to a lower abortion rate and to a Iower propensity to abort

given pregnancy .
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Proportion of whiteslb lac ics with at Ieast 1 pear of college, 1990 . Although the proportian o f

co~lege-educated white adults in the state poputation is unrelated to the fertility of white teenagers, both th e

black teen birth rate and the non-marital birth rate among young black teens are lower when a highe r

praportion of the black population in the state is eollege educated .

Percent graduated k~~gh school . Madels estimating pregnancy rates and pregnancy autcomes in

1988 included a state-level measure of educatian in 1987 as an independent variable, the proportion of the

state populatian who had completed high school . This variable is unzelated to the fertility of teens .

Percent cast vote for President ~n 1988. Varied proportions af residents in different states cast a

vote in the 1988 Presidential election ; a higher praportion vating is aften regarded as an indicator of civi c

concern and efficacy . Interestingly, this propartion is related to a lower birth rate among white ~.eens ;

however it is associated with a higher non-marital birth rat~ among young b~ack teens . Zt is also associated

with a higher praportir~n of teen pregnancies that terminate in non-marital births .

Violent crime rate in 1988 . States with a higher rate of violent crime also experience a l~igher whit e

teen birth rate, a higher black teen non-marital birth rate, a higher pregnancy rate, and a higher abortion rate .

Percent white/blacl~ /all teens below 100% poverty , 1989. Census data prov ide a measure of the

incidence of poverty in each state . The detailed taY~les in Chapter 3 sho~ that, in general, a higher ineidenc e

of poverty is associated wzth a higher level of teenage childbearing ; however, the association becomes non-

significant whe~ other variables, particularly the prior birth rate, are added to the model . Net of other
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variahles, higner poverty in a state is related to a lower white nan-marital birth rate, but a l~igher propartia n

of pregnancies ending in nan-maz-ital birt~s and a lower proportion of teen pregnancies ending in abortion .

Average annual pay in 1987 . To predict the teen pregnancy and abortion rates in 1988, a measur~

of the average pay for pe~sons in the state was included in these models ; but it had no effect net of other

cantextual and policy factors .

Percent of households rece iving AFDC , 1988. A measure ofthe proportion ofthe state populatio n

with households receiving payments from Aid to Families with D~pendent Children was included in tnode~s

of 1990 birth rates, but it was not significant in any af the models .

Typical AFDC paynnent for family of 3 in 1959/1987 . Larger AFDC payments in the state are

found to be marginally assQCiated with higher rates of teen childbearing arnong whites, and higher rates o f

non-marital childbearing among young white teens . However, this associatian only emerges w~en prior

fertility is cantrolled . No assaciations are found with rates of childbearing among black teens, with the

abortion rate, or with the proportion of pregnancies ending in either abortion or in non-marital birth .

State pvlicy measures. A number of ineasures assessing the presence of state policy initiatives wer e

included in various models. Detailed results are presented in Chapter 3 ; but the resu[ts can be summarized

by noting that no effects were found far pregnancy prevention education in schools, for a variable indicatin g

the presence of both pregnancy prevention education and a policy on AIDS and STD education, ar far the

presence of state-funded school based clanics . The absence af any assoc iatians may reflect the lack of
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iriforzanation regarding the intensity of these state initiatives . It may also reflect the tendency of states with

more seri4us problems to be more willing to establish programs and policies . Suci~ a tendency pr~sumably

explains the positive association between the white non-mazital birth rate and the presence af a coordinated

pre~nancy prevention program in 1990, as there is no reasan to assume a causal connection . However, the

presence of s~ch a program in 1485 is assaciated with a lower pregnancy rate in 1988 .

Discussian

The policy variables that show clear effects in these analyses are thase that measure funding . Publ ic

funding for contraceptive services and public funding for abortion are both related to teen fertiZity . Abortion

funding has the strongest and most consistent set of findings . Specifically, in states that provide public

funding £or ahortion, tne black teen birth rate and the non-marital birth rate among young black teens are

lower, the abortion rate is higher, ~the ~araportion of teen pregnancies ending iri abartion is lvgher, and th e

propartion of teen pregnancies ending in non-marital birth~ is lower . Public funding for contraception a .lso

has effects, being related to a lower white teerz birth rate and a lower non-marital birth rate among youn g

wlaite and young black teens . However, funding for contraceptive services is not related to a Iowe r

pregnancy rate, while funding for abortion is associated with a higher pregnancy rate . The anly policy

variable to predict a lower state-level pregnancy rate is the presence of a state-level coordinated pregnanc y

prevention program .

The nneasure of teens at risk of utuntended pregnancy in a state served by Title X clinics was no t

found to be associated with lower pregnancy or birth rates . It may seem surprising that the extent o f

coverage of services fram a Title X clinic is unrelated to the teen birth zate, the teen pregnancy rate, and th e

teen abortion rate . This lack o~ ' association may reflect the fact that this variable ign~res services provided
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at any facility that does not receive funds through Title X of the Public Health Seroices Act . 5ince services

may be available through agencies that are not Title X grantees, such as a grivate doctor who sees Medicaid

patients or a city hospital tk~at receives only state funds, this variable undoubtedly misses a lat af the servzces

that are provided to teens . Moreaver, since this variable assesses only the proportion of teens served and

not the quality Qf the services received, it is possible that the lack of effect ref~ects low quality servic~s

provided in crowded clinics with dimicushed zesources and hanied staff. Tt is alsa possible, of course, that

the proportion sezved among teens at risk has no effect because condoms became incr~asingly popular

dur~ng the late 1980s, making clinic services tess critical to preventing pregnancy . Finally, these results

may reflect the substantial funding declines that occuzred during the 1980s . We finc~ that 37 states had

declines grea.ter than 50 percent in total public funding for contraceptive services per woman at risk, net of

inflation..

The fact that the state-]evel measure of expendi~ures on contraceptive services per woman at risk

predicts to ~ower t~en birth rates, while the percent of teens at risk who are served has no effect, suggests

that service quality rnay be the rriissing ingredient . The data suggest that greater proportions served has little

effect, whi~e greater funding per wornan is related to lower fertility, net Q£ other state-level characteristics .

One conclusion that is extremely clear is the importance of raaintaining data on s~rvices, clients, and

expenditures so that palicy makers can assess the effectiveness of their investment . In the absence af good

infotmation on the indegendent variable af primary interest, family planning services, it is difficult to assess

whether and how public expenditures on contraception for teens afFects teen fertility .

Another unavoidable conclusion is the importance of abortion policy in affecting adolescent fertility

in the United States . Since virtually na one recom~nends abortion as the policy of choice, the de fact o
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imgortance of abortion funding appears to result fram the inadequacy of other appxoaches . The re~ative

weakness of other policy indicators suggests that there is substantial room for additional effort .

Perhaps it is not surprising that the effect of state abortion funding outstr~ps the effect af funding fo r

con~raception . Given that pubiic funding for fam i ly pla.rzrung declined by a third between 1980 and 1990 ,

while the proportion of teens having se~aal intercourse continued to increas~, perhaps what is mos t

surprising is the fact that we do find an impact of public funding for contraceptive services on state-level

teen birth rates .
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STATE YARIATION IN RATES OF ADOLESCENT PREGNANCY AND CHILDBEARIN G

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Se~al activity, pregnancy, abortion, and childbearing in the adolescent population are among the most
irnensely debated topics on the public policy agenda . Over the past decade, the proportio~ of teens who have
had sexual intercourse has in~reased, as k~as the number of births to teens . Between 19$6 and 1991, the teen

birth rate increased by 24 percentl, with increases in the birth rate occurring among bat~ younger and older
teens, in nearly a1I staEes across the nation, and among non-Hispanic whites, non~Hispanic blacks anci
Hispanics . In~reases in sexual activity and early chilflbeari~g are troubling for at least two reasons . First,

early pregnancy ar~ childbirth are associated with a variety of social and economic diff'iculties far the mother
and child, their families, and for society . Second, early sexuai activity increases expasure to sexually

transmitted diseases and infection from HN.

Few Americans feel that childbearing among adolescent~s is desirable, yet pub~ic effarts to encourage
youths to postpone sex and to prevent pregnancy and other sequelae of sexual activity have not been especially

promising. Rigoraus evaluations of e~sting programs and policies are limited, but among those that have been
assessed, few demonstrate large ar long-term impacts on sexual or contraceptive behavior . Furthermare,
public funding foz contraceptive services declined by 30 percent during the 1980s .2 In fact, net of inflation,
37 states experienced a 50 percent or greater deciine in publ~c funding for contraceptive services ger woman

at risk of unintended pregnancy between 1979 and l 990 .3 In response to fewer resources, many providers
have opted to reduce the scope of services offered and have even eliminated certain services . `

These changes have called into question the efficacy of saeial policy and the role of cantraceptive

services in shap2ng ac~olescent reproductive hehavia~ . Yet, while nearly all states witnessed an increase in the
number of births to teens, considerabie variation in adolescent fertiliry across states still exists . For example,

births per 1000 adolescent females ranged from 34 in New Hampshire to 82 in M~ssissip~i in 1990 . One migh~

therefore ask what factors are associated with this variation in rates of teen fert~lity . In particular, aze there

differences in state policy that contribute to the vaxiations in the levels of teenage fertiliry that one o~serves ?

In this sh~dy, associations are faund between the averall fund.i~g for family planning services in states
and lower levels of adolescent fertility. In addition, public funding for abortion in states is associated with
lower teen birth rates, particularly amang African American teens . Social and economic charact~ristics of

the states are also s~rongly related t~ teen ferti~iry . The efFects of family placaning and abartion funding hold

over and above the effects of socioeconomic differenees across states .

State Varia~ion in Rates of Adolescent Pregnancy and Childbearing was a two-year research effort
conducted to learn more about state-level policies and their un~act an adolescent pregnancy and fertility at the
state-Ieve1 . Thro~gl~ the generous stipport of the Charles Stewart Mott Foundation, the project was designed
to address tt~e lack of up-to-date population based studies on the impact of family ~lanning policy and pr4grams
on fertiiiry outcomes among yot~th . The spe~ ,ifie goa~ of the project was to develop state-level measures of teen
fertiliry and state-level measures of family planning availability and policies, along with social and economic
indieators such as education and women`s labor force participation, and then to examine which of these
factors, if any, contribute to the state-level variations in teen fertil ity that are observed . In addition, because
family planning services tend to be Iacated in areas with the greatest need for contraceptive care, measures
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Esecutive Summary

of teen fertility in earlier years weze alsa developed to conirol for varying levels of existing adolescent fertili#y .
~amily planning policy measures include : the percentage af teens at risk of unintended pregnancy served at
Title X clinics, public expenditures on contraceptive sezvices per woman at risk, abortian policies, AFDC
benetit levels, and the presence of a state focus on adolescent pregnancy . Because of racial differences in rates

of adolescem fercility, analyses of birth rates were conducted separately for blacks and whites .

Data for the study were obtained from a wide variety ot sources, including the Natality Branch of the

National Center for Health Statistics, the U .S. Bureau af the Census, the Alan Guttrnacher In~t .itute, and the

Office of Papulation Affairs of the Public Health Service in the U .S . Department of Health and Human

Services . A full des~ription of our data saurces is available in Appendix A of our tmal ~roject report .

~N.AIN FINDINGS

S a fi~ ding and nolicies for familY~lannin ~

Grearer ~ publie funding for contraceptive services in a state per woman at risk, predicts lower
rates of adolescentfemliay and lower rates of non-marital fertility a~rwng tee►~,s . However, funding for
contraception does not a,f~`ect pregnancy resolution for teens .

Total pub~ic elcpenditures on contraceptive services (including Medicaid, Title X of the Pnblic Health Services
Act, and state funds) per woman at risk of uriintended pregnancy, net of socioeconomic differences and
differences in prior rates af teen fertiliiy across states, predict lower rates of non-marital childbearing ampng
young white and young black teens, ancl it predicts a lower total birth rate for white te~ns . It has na associatian
with the total teen birth rate for blacks or with rates of pregnancy for ali adolescent females . In addition,
among teens who become pregnant, iunding for cantraception is unrelated to whether teens resolve pregnancy

in abortion or birth. On the other hand, a more narrow measure of the pzoportion of teens at risk of
unintended pregnancy who were served at Tide X clinics was not re~ated to lower addlescent fertility . By
i990, family planning funds provided under Tide X of the Public Health Services Act acc~unted fQr only 22
percent of all public fiuids allocated to family plaiu~ing, which may account for the absence of impact for this

mare narrow variable .

Public fi~nding for ahortion in states is associated with lower rates of childbearing, particudarly amang
African Americar~ teerzs, and higher abortion rates .

Availability of public funding for abortion is associated with fewer births among teens, particularly non-marital
teen births and births among biack teens . Funding for abortion is associated with a greater use of aioortion

amang teens .

State Yaria tio n rn R ates oflldolescent Pregnancy andCh ildbearirtg Child Tre nds, Inc.
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State laws restricting the avazlability of abortion to minors are unrelated to teen birth rates,
abortion rates, or how teens choose to resolve their pregnr .~ncies .

St~te laws Limiting access to abartion for minors are not related to the level of fertility among teens, their
use of abortion, or pregnancy resolutivn .

Coordinated state-level pregnancy preuention programs in 1985 predict lower pregnancy rates in

1988. Other state-level programs or podicies related to family plannrng, such as school-based
pregnancy prevention edueatian programs, state ficnded school-based clinics, or policies regarding
AIDS or STD education, are not related to rates of childbearing, pregnancy, ar abortion arnong

teens .

A measure indicating the presence or absence in a state of a coordinated program or policy for adolescent
pregnancy prevention in 1985 was associated with lower pregnancy rates among teens in 1988 . Other
rneasures assessing the presence of state policy initiati~es ge~erally were not found to have an association

with adolescent fertility . For example, the presence of a pregnancy prevention prograrn in sc~oo~s, or the
presence of state-funded schaol-based clinics were nat significantly related to rates of childbearing,

pregnancy or abortion . These measures may have limited effects because they do not capture the in€ensity

of these initiateves . These fmdings may also reflect the tendency of states with more serious problems to
establish programs and policies to address teen fertility .

Ecanorric and demqgr~~hic context within the stat e

A state's ecanotnic climate has a strong impact on adolescent fertility . States with a high level of
teen poverty demonstrate higher rates of non-marital chila'bearing among adolescents .

Before controlling for prior teen fertility in a state, sta.tes with higher poverty rates have higher birth rates

in general . When prior teen fertiliry is taken into acco~ant, the effect of poverty dirninishes . Nonetheless,

a higher incidence of poverty is weakly associated with a higher praportion of pregnancies ending in a non-
maritai birth, and fewer ending in abortion . However, among white teens, a higher paverty rate is weakly
assoeiated with fewer non-ma.rital births .

Average annual pay for persons in a state and the proportion of households receiving AFDC are
not related to fertility among teerzs, net of other factors . The level of AFDC benefits, however, is
weakly associated with higher rates of childbearing among white teens anci young u~tmarried white
teens; no impact on rates of childbearing arnong African American teens was observed .

Neitlzer the average annual pay for persons in the state, nar the proportion of households receiving AFDC
in the state were found to have an association with the likelihood o€ pregnancy ar abortion among teens .
On the other hand, larger AFDC paytnents in the state were faund to be marginally associated wiih higher
rates of white teen childbearing and nvn-marital childbearing among young white teens . However, no
assaciations were found with rates of childbearing among black teens, with the abortion rate, ar with the
proportion of pregnancies ending in either abortion or in non-marital birth .

State Pariation in Rates of Ado lescent Pregnancy and Childbearirrg Cftild Trends, Inc.
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The proportion of the white population Ghat is Hispanic in a state is associated with hagher non-
marital birth rates among white teerts IS-17; hawever, theproportion of the state population that
is African American does nat influence the rates of teen fertility amang blacks .

Because rates of chitdbEaring are higher arnong young people of color than white teens, it is important to
consider the ethnic distribution of the state's population . Also, vital statistics data on births to whites
include most Hispanic births . More than 90 percent of all Hispanics are defined as white, and the fert~liry
patterns of Hispanic youth differ from those of non-Hispanic whites . Indeed, aur analyses of the white teen
birth rate indicate that a highez proportion of Hispanics in a state predicts higher non-marital birth rates
amang 15-I7 year old white females . Variations in the propartion af the state population that is African
American have no effect on birttz rates among blacks . However, the proportion of pregnanCies ending in
non-marital births, which is calculated for teens of all races, is strongly related to the propartion of persons
in a staie who are African American .

The pr~porlion of bfacks wt~o are cotlege-educated among cldutts in a state 5ignificantty inf~uences
rates of childbearing and non-marital childhearing among A,frican American teens . Fertility of
whate teerrs is una~J`'ected hy variativns rn educational levels of the white population across states .

The proportion of college-educated white adults in the state population is unrelated to the fertility of white
teenagers, but both the black teen birth rate and the non-marital birth rate among young black teens are
lower when a higher groportion of the hlack population i~ the state is callege educated . The proportian
of the population who had completed high school in the state is unrelated to rates of teen pregnancy or

pregnancy resolution among teens .

Social context within the staCe

Measures of social disorganization are carrelated with higher rates of chiltibearing, pregnancy aru~

abortion among teens .

The rate of violent crime in 1988 was used as a proxy for the level of social disorganization in the state .

States with a higher rate of violent crime also experience a higher birth rate among white teens, a higher
non-nnarital birth rate among black teens, and higher rates of pregnancy and abortion for all teens .

The level of civic involvement in a state is associated with teen feniliry, but the direction of the

relation varies by race . The proportion of fundamentalists in a state eontributes to fewer non-

marital births among white teens, fe ►ver abortiotts, and a lower proportion of pregnancies ending

in non-rnarital births .

Voting behavior is aften regarded as an indicator of civic involvernent and efficacy . Sta#es in which a high
proportion of the population voted in the 1988 Presidential election demonstrated tower birth rates among

vrrhite teens; however, the proportion ~oting is associated with a higher non marital birth rate among young

black teens . It is also associated with a higher proportion of teen pregnancies that terminate in non-marital

State Yarrntio n in Rates of R dolescent Pregnancy arnf Ch ildbeari ng Ch ild Trends, lnc.
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The proportion of the state populatian that was aff'iliated with a fundamentalist faath in 199~ (e .g. , Churches
of Chrisi, Latter-Day Saints, Southern Baptists, and Lutheran-Missouri Synod) is related to a lower rate of

non-marital childbearing aznong young white teens . A greater proportion of fundamentalists in tt~e state also
predicts to a lower proportion of pregnancies ending in a non-marital bic~ and a lower proportion of
pregnancies ending in abortion .

~emale labor force ~artic' a~ tion

Raxes af c~dolescer~t chiddbearirtg nre higher in stares where labor force purticipation among women

is alsa high . Unemployment among wotnen in a state is associated with a lower abortion rate and a
lower propensity to abort given pregnancy .

Higher rates of labor force participation among women are significandy related to higher rates of teenage
childt~earing among both white and black teens ; however, the female unemployrnent rate is unrelated to rates

of non-marital childbearing . High unemployment is related to lower pregnancy rates . However, given
pregnancy, higher unemployment predict~s a lower probability of abartion.

Pri~r rates pregnancy, birth and abortion :

The prior teen birth rate in a state is the ~trongest and rnost consistent predictor of t~ .e I990 birth rate

in a stale . Teen pregnancy rates and tatAl ahortion rates in 1985 are strongly predtctive of I988 rates
of pregnancy and abartion .

Prior fertility was shown to be a critical ~ontrol variable: when this measure is included in aur regression
models, the positive association between several indicators, most notably services provided and the teen birth

rate, becoraes non-significant . States with relatively high birth rates in the rnid-1984s retained their relative

position in the late 1984s. A measure of the 1985 pregnancy rate is strongly predictive of the currer~t .
pregnancy rate, and the prior abortion rate, as one would expect, is strongly predictive of the current abortion

rate. In addition, the prior abortion rate is strongly predictive of the proportion of teen pregnancies tha#

terminate in abortion as opposed to birth .

OL~ Itv of s ate-~evel data • nd ta '~ ics on teen fertilit v

Better dafa on Federal and state funding and policies are needed to support sludies of podicy ¢rtd
pragrdm outcontes .

The capaeity to earry out a strong study of the im~lications of public programs, policies, and funding on
adolescern fertility is severely undermined by the inadequacies af the data currently available . In particular,
appropriate data on ~amily planning services, sex education, and child support were not found to be available .
Mareover, because data on the proportion of teens in a state who are sexually active do not exist, it is not
possible to control for this important confounding ~actor . Despit~ these wealrnesses, the data suggest that social
and economic disadvantages are associated with higher teen fertility, while greater funding for family planming

and abortion are associated with lower teen fertility . With better data, a more precise understanding of this

im~ortant issue rnay be forthcoming .
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